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ALHUQUEUQUE, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY

VOLUME 20

POLICE FORCE

MADRID MADE

1

PROTEST OVER

GLOOMY OVER

Merchants Want Them

and Reception Substituted in Stead.
ENGLISH

SUSPECT

IS

On Duty.

FREE BUT NEW YORK DEMANDS IT

New York, June 2. "Notwithstand
ing the numerous protests by members of the police force, the annual
police parade will be held here tnis
afternoon.
The policemen never
liked marching in the annual parade
and tried several times to Induce the
Commissioner of Police to abolish the
annual parades, but without success.
Quite a number of business men sup
ported the protests of the policemen.
on the ground that the parade really
meant nothing and not only interfered with the routine work of the
men on the day of the parade, but
also left large districts in the city
practically unprotected for the en
tire day of the parade. Commisloner
Bingham, however, decided that there
was merit In the parade and that it
should not be given up, even at the
risk of danger from burglars and the
thieves in some of the outlaying dis
tricts of the city.
More than five thousand men will
take part in the parade and they will
be formed in ten regiments of E00
men each. The men have been drilled
by Capttain Dillon for the last few
weeks, and It is expected that they
will make a fine military showing.
They will march from Battery north
on Broadway to the reviewing stand
They
near the Worth monument.
will be reviewed by the mayor. Police
Commissioner Bingham and other city

em-ims-

POLE TELLS OF PLOT
AGAINST THE PRESIDENT.
Portland, Ore., June 2. As the outcome of the arrest of a. Pole in this
city for assault upon several Russians, the local detectives have learned of the existence here of a large
loily of Russian nihilists, who it is
alleged have plotted to assassinate
President Roosevelt, simply awaiting
the accumulation of sufficient funds
before sending a deputation to Washington to carry out the scheme. The
Pole, who claims to have bewi threatened with death, severely ibeat several of the plotters and was arrested.
He was accused, and then told the
.story of the plot.
officials.
PORT OF MUKDEN AGAIN
THIS WAS A HOLIDAY
OPEN FOR TRADE
IN EAST ORANGE, N. J.
Toklo, June 2. 'Mukden was form
Orange,
N. J., June 2. Today-i- s
East
ally opened yesterday
to interna
as a holiday by
generally
observed
tional trade. The occasion was widelv
celebrated. The autnoritles are busy the citizens of East Orange, as it
drafting harlor regulations for Tai- marks the completion of the new
rea. tne new Japanese name Cor waert works system, of which the
Port Dalny, and as soon as they have city has every reason to be proud.
finished the port will be opened to Flags are displayed on all public
international trade. Japan proposes buildings and thousands of people
to develop the commercial value of ascender) 'hf mountain on the lop of
which the new pumping station Is
this port to its greatest possible ex located,
to inspect the plant.
This
tent.
afternoon there will be a big public
meeting at the pumping station and a
CHICAGO WILL CONDUCT
STOCK YARDS INVESTIGATION. tablet in commemoration of the comChicago, June 2. This city has de- pletion of the r.ew water works syscided to appoint a commission to in tem will bp unveiled with appropriate
vestigate the condition of affairs at ceremonies.
the stock yards, with a view of ie
Spelter.
termining how far the recent criti
S
Louis, Mo., June
2. Speller,
clsm is justified of the methods em
steady, at $3.9D.
ployed in killing hogs.

MYSTIC SHRINERS

TRAFFIC RESUMES

Delayed by Raton From This City, Leaving Here
SesJune
Wreck Arrived at Noon
sion June 14.
Today.

COAL

BURNING

OF

NOTES CONCERNING

WRECKAGE

THli SESSION

Thpreparations of the members
The first train to pass the
train wreck, which took place on the of Ballut Abyad Temple, Ancient
Raton mountain on Thursday night, Arabic Order of the Nobles of the
arrived here shortly before 12 o'clock Mystic Shrine, of Albuquerque, for attoday. It was train No. 9 of last tending the srpeclal ceremonial sesr.iglu, and No. 7 followed close be- sion to be held at Roswell, in Armory
hind. The limited train of yesterday, hall, June 14, still go on apace, and
was turned back at the wreck, after the Divan, consisting of Nobles J.
transferring passengers and mail to Morradaile, W. J. Cardwell,. Thomas
N 4 of night lxfore last, which was Wilkerson, J. C. Ferger, a. Everitt,
also turned back at the wreck. This Frank McKee, B. C. Allen, W.
-

run-awa-

rain arrived here early this mornIt was on this train that
mail was brought to Albuquerque last night. The limited of today arrived at 1:10, Just two hours
iae. No. 1 of last night followed
close behind.
The delayed trains were held at
Trinidad until the wreck was cleared,
which was very tedious work, as the
;,i'.e-uwas in a cut, and at a place
v. here
no shoo-flcould be built
?r u ml it. Passengers on the derived trains who passed the wreck
l:i sr night, say tnat they never before
.i.v such a mass of splintered wood
a:'.,! twisted iron, as it appeared to be.
cars piled up were
'."he twenty-seveIt
rally smashed to splint ei. On
account of t levi n cars of coal form-the wreik-.1.part of the pile-up- .
could not be burned, as - tie
in
plan adopted by railroads
clearini; tracks blocked by wrecked
vara.
Tratlio is expected to resume I'.i
r.. rii;al condition by this evening.
ing.

west-Loun-

d

.

I,. H. Chamberlin, J. Sheridan and Paul Teutsca, will join the
Caravan and proceed to Roswell, via
Trinidad and Amarillo, where sixty
Novices will be conducted across the
arid wastes and Into the Oasis.
A special rate of J35.20 has been secured for the round trip, and it Is
through ithat a largo number of
Shriners from all over the territory
will lie in attendance
at Koswell,
where great preparations have been
made for their reception and entertainment in the pecos Valley city, as
this cerem. nial session will lie the
event of the year for New Mexico
Nobles.

The Hoswe.l Nobles having In
charge the reception and mtertain-men- t
of the visiting Nob! s, are as
follows

:

Finance

.

NUMBER OF KILLED NOT SO
LARGE AS FIRST REPORTED

ru

V. A.

MAKES TWO

Worth More Than $1,000,-00- 0 Reports

For Electric Equip-

Of

OFFICERS'

Throws

Fight Back to Floor

ment at Montreal.
NAVAL

Which

of Each House.

RtPORT BOTH HOUSEi

MUST

PASS

Ordnance Scarcity Created Same Report or the Whole
a Good Deal of Interest
Statehood Bill Will
Among People.
be Killed.

York, June 2. The Westing-hous- Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, June
Interests have obtained one of
The
the moat Important contracts ever let Joint statehood conferees have Just
in Canada for olectrlcal equipment. agreed, but the Democratic minority
The order, which is worth more than dissented against the first Foraker
$1,000,000, was placed by the Pro- amendment la the signed rciport. This
vincial Light and Power company of throws the fight to the floor of both,
Montreal, with the Canadian Westing-hous- e houses. If the majority report U
company, and calls for about adopted toy both nouses, it means
65,000 horse power of various appar- that a etate, a constitution end a teratus. There will be three 3,750
ritorial election will take place simrevolving field, alternating cur- ultaneously, on the first Monday ot
rent, water wheel driven generators November, next. If the report is dee
7,200 alterof 4,000 volts,
feated. It may defeat the whole statenations, and twelve 44,000 volt trans- hood question or let in Oklahoma and
formers of 2,500 kilowatts capacity keep out Arizona and New Mexico.
each. The machinery Is to be InBY ASSOCIATED PRESS.
stalled In a new power station to be
Washington, D. C, June 2. Th
built about forty miles from Montreal. The energy will be transmit- statehood conference report was signted by the Montreal Light, Heat and ed at 3:01 this afternoon.
Power company. There was strong
What Democrats Say.
competition ifor the large order and
ave
The report was unanimous,
It Is understood that It was more a
question cf merit than of cost, which on what Senaltor Patterson ot the conpoint,"
finally Induced the Power company to ferees termed the "crucial
which is the Joint etatehood provision
favor the Westlnghouse company.
for Arizona and New Mexico. On this
point the minority
members
No Naval Practice This Summer,
dis
Washington, D. C, June 2. Naval agreed. They refused to accede to
officers are surprised to see the pop- the terms of the bouse bill, which
ular Interest they have awakened in provides an ''elaborate machinery"
the scarcity of ordnance supplies by for the coming eleotlon, "and Is In
the letter presented 1y the chief of tended to coerce voters to favor Joint
ordnance of the service, Hear Ad- statehood," the democrats say. There
miral Mason. The letter was based will be vigorous opposition to the
on the reports submitted from a large conference report in the senate.
New

e

kilo-w- at

three-phas-

George S. Robins, secretary of the
Greene Consolidated Copper company,
today received a telegram from W. C.
Greene, president, who was at Carta-neMexico, In which he aays:
"Furnaces and mine are all closed
down today on account of rioting
among the Mexicans. The authorities
are giving every protection possible.
The Mesa lumber yard was burned
and GeOrae and William Metcalf were
killed defending the property. Eleven
Mexicans were killed durina the dis
turbance, and the number of wounded
it unknown. The governor with troops
We have
will arrive this morning.
the situation well in hand. The smelt
ing ancf concentrating plants are uninjured. The trouble was incited by a
socialistic organization."
a,

AMERICANS GO WITH
GOVERNOR

FROM NACO

Douglas, Ariz., June 2. Governor
Vsabel, of the state of Sonora, arrived
at Naco at 7:30 this morning. Immediately he gave orders that the armed
Americans who were there from Bis-beDouglas and all parts of Arizona
should accompany him to Cananea.
The Americans organized and under
command of Captain Tim Rynning,
former captain of the Rought Riders,
,left with the governor on a special for
Cananea. There were 450 in tne party.
Word from Cananea this morning
said that two Americans, George and
Wm, Metcalf, were killed yesterday.
Ten Mexicans and one child were also
killed. The num:er of wounded is
about twenty.
Col. KOsterlitsky, commander of the
Sonora gendarmerie, arrived at Cananea last evening. He Immediately
proceeded against the armed strikers
and the ring leaders fled to the hills.
Everything is quiet this morning and
the situation is well in hand.
e,

WAR DEPARTMENT IS

turbed by the press reports stating
Walls, commanding at
Fort Huachuaca, had started for Cananea with a force of American
to
troops, leaving the government

that Major

CUNARD

HARMONY

AMONG THE
TENNESSEE DEMOCRATS.

pass on the legality of the measure afterwards. A telegram was sent hastily

asking confirmation
and recalling
Walls, if he had really started. When
it was discovered that the report was
unfounded great relief 'was felt here.
Sonora Governor Aki AM.
The state department lias received
a most urgent telegraphic appeal for
help from American Consul Galbraith
at Cananea, Mexico, In which the
consul says:
"Aid from the United States is absolutely essential."
The state department also received
a direct application from the governor of the state of Sonora, Mexico, for
help from the American sidij, which
Is a most extraordinary occurence.
The direct appeal was the subject
of a hasty consultation today between the secretary of state, !the chief
of staff, Brigadier General Bell, and
the law officers of the war department, in as much as the question of
the right of the United States to send
troops into a friendly state Is In doubt.
Our Government Telegraphs Mexico.
Secretary Root sent the following
message today to Ambassador Thompson in the City of Mexico:
"Galbraith, consular agent at Cananea, telegraphs that American cltlzenB
ore being nmrded and proprty dynamited at (that point and asks immediate assistance.
Press dispatches
this morning report that a stike of lab
orers resultQl in a race conflict be
tween Mexicans and Americans. Bring
this to the attention of the Mexican
government and ask that prompt and
effective control be establisue
to
protect American citizens. Say to the
Mexican government that If the mat
ter appears to be of as serious a
character as the dispatches seem to
indicate, the government of the United
States would be glad of any sugges
tion from the government of Mexico
as to the course which we may take
to prevent violation of
obligations on the port of our citizens
or to help promote peace and eafety

Nashville, Tenn., June 2. The dem
ocratic state convention adjourned
sine die at 2:30 o'clock this morning
arter being In session four days. Congressman M. R. Patterson was unanimously nominated for governor, and
the Hon. H. H. Hannau, the (present
adjutant general, was named for railroad commissioner.
STARTLING IN
MINERS' CONVENTION.
Denver, Colo.. June 2. Routine
matters occupied the session of the
Western Federation of miners today.
NOTHING

MINER KILLED

AT

CAMP KELLY

number of sources, and Is regarded by
those who know the situation, as not
In the least too strongly' expressed.
It has been quite apparent that the
DEPUTY SHERIFF NUANES SHOT supply of ammunition was exhausted
FLORENCIO SOTATO, WHILE
without the means of recuperation,
THE LATTER WAS REand it is already contemplated to omit
new summer's targdt practice off the
SISTING ARREST.
New Kngland coast.
It becomes a
question whether 4he men should be
V
1
trained at their guns at the expense
l" .Special to The Evening Citizen.
of the reserve supply of powder and
Socorro, N. M., June 2. A
shell, or target practice discontinued,
bloody killing took place at the
to the end that the ship magazines
' mining camp
may nave ammunition enough to meet
of Kelly yesterday
any emergency. It will not be suff4 afternoon at 1 o'clock, In which
Florenclo Sotato, a miner, was IT icient to the needs of a case for con"
it t'h
gress to make an emergency approvictim of a shot .from the
pistol of Deputy Sheriff Nuaues.
priation on the eve of trouble, for it
'
Sotato became engaged In an " takes months to gdt the powder, and
nothing short of nine months' time
altercation with a merchant of
Kelly, and gave vent to his 4 would be lost. In obtaining ammunition
wrath by snooting two shots
which would be of nny use. It is a
through the store door. Deputy '4 startling fact, also, that no ship is
Sheriff Nuanes was sent for to 4 able to fire her batitery of big guns
quell the disturbance, and ar- for more than thirty minutes In ac
So- rpst Sotato if necessary.
tion, when the ammunition would be
began
throwing
tato
stones at
exhausted. It is hoped by the naval
in
the
ordnance officers that the emphatic
the deputy sheriff, and
fight which ensued, the miner
terms of Hear Admiral Mason's letwas killed hv a shot from
ter will have some effect upon the
Nuanes' gun. The officer came
senate Naval Committee and induce
OTHER THAN WAGES IS
congress to put back the $12,000,000
Six'orro today and gave himself
AT BOTTOM OF TROUBLE
inup to Sheriff Baca, pending
cut out of ithe bureau of estimates be
Los Angeles, June 2. A special to
'
vestlgation.
tween h Navy Department and the
the Times from Naco says: E. E.
house Naval Committee.

I

t

i

t

inter-nation-

MONSTERS WHICH LONGWORTHS

$10,000,000

WERE

LEAVE

FOR

Ixmdon, June 2. The two new
Cunard liners, which are being built
with the $10,000,000 loaned by the
government, are fast Hearing completion, and one of them will soon be
ready for launching, while the other
They
will be launched next iiiontlL
will bo named Mauritania ami l.usit-uniand will bo the largest Bliips
the world has ever seen.
Each vessel will have a fiross tonnage of 'i'.'.,2W tons, while they ure On
feet longer than any other liner
afloat. They are 88 feet in U'ltm, and
in this respect are llie lirst to surpass the (ireat Eastern, which was
They will each
iii feet in breadth.
have accommodations for U.""' passengers and carry a crew of boo. They
will lie propelled by turbine engines
callable of developing S'i.imhi horse
power, ami are exepnied to travel at
a minimum speed of 24 knots an hour.
Murine enginwrs predict that the
two vessels will be the steadiest tihips
on the ocean. They will be filled in
a manner equal to the most gorgeous
u,

--

nt

modern hotels. The decorations will
consist of reproductions of the greatest works of art, while a system of
elevators between the various decks
will rovldo for the rapid transit of
the passengers from one part of the
ship to the other.
The fir&t class dining saloon will be
unprecedented m marine nrchi'tecture.
It will be a massive and gorgeous
apartment, 12T, feet long and 80 feet
wide, and will comfortably accom- modate dm persons at one meal. It
will be lighted by a great dome ex- tending up through li two decks
above, and crowned with a roof of
cathedral glass. More ihau one en- -'
gineering record has
n broken in
the construction
he' ship.
The
stern frames anil
are the
largest ever known, ilie foi mer alone
weighing 47 ion:-- , and requiring no
fewer than t,i ir.na of molten metal
in the making. The rudder weighs 70
tons, and each link in the 2,(io foot
chain Is 22
inche- - long and weighs
ltin pounds. Each link was tested and
withstood a Kirain ,,f HTu tons
i

li.u.-kei-

GRACE

CHURCH

OF ALBANY,

CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY.
Albany, N. Y., June 2. The celebration of the dull anniversary of the
founding of Grace church began today and will last three days. The
principal celebration will take place
tomorrow, when
Doane will
preach the sermon an will blitH the
new altar, erected in memory of the
late Itev. David I.. Schwarta, who, for
sixteen years, from ST to 1890, was
rector of the parish.
I

1

4

Lead and Copper,

New York,

June

2 --

1

ad and

steady and unchanged.

co-pe-

r,

New York, June 2. Representative
ami Mrs. Nicholas Ixngworth sailed
on ithe American line steamer St.
Ixiuis for Europe this morning. They
were escorted to the steamer by a
iiibiiuate
small number of their
friends, but a large number of curious
pKple were assembled at the pier to
see the daughter of the president and
the man she had married. According
to their prcsemt plans, Mr. and Mrs.
Ingworlli expect to remain abroad
all summer, and return to Washington
about October 1.
Their lirst visit will be to
where they will le the guests of Ambassador and Mrs. Whitelaw Keid.
Mr. and Mrs. Ingwonh will spend
most of their time with the Ueids,
and will make only a few short visits
to other trends in various parts of
(ireat Mritain. During their sojourn
in lndon they will be received by
tho king and the queen, and it is understood that they will i entertained
by other members of the royal family und members of the highest aristocracy. They expect to attend the
opining of the summer season at As- cot on June lit and in the week pre-- j
feeding the races the Keids will give
a ::. to introduce Mr. and Mrs. Ixing-wortto English society. This ball
and a number of other social func- tions w :ll take place in iHirchester
House, the palatial home of the Keid;
I

family.

After tleir London season the,
Ixmirworhs will start for the con- incut, where tney win travel exten- bivelj They w ill ppend several days
sister, tne
with Mr Iiongworni
Countess de Chambnin, In Maris, and
expect to be three or four days in
Merlin, and aliout as long In various
other European cities. It Is believed
.

What Majority Say.
The following ataltement was made
by the majority members of the con
ference: "New Mexico and Arizona
are permitted to vote separately as
provided by the amendment introduced by Senator Foraker last year
and adopted by the senate, and as reintroduced by him this year. Tt simply provides that the constitution ot
the new state bill shall be submitted
to election of the people on November
6, and If a majority of the people
either .territory votes against the constitution It falls. The conference
committee accepted
the Foraker
amendment without change."
'

BILL AGREED
ON AND IS SIGNED.
Washington, D. C, June 2. The af-

RATE

ternoon session of the railroad rate
conference will eliminate the differences between the senate and the
house on that measure, according to
the prediction of the conferees. There
is practically but one senate amendment yet to be dlrposed of, that requiring to giving five days notlco before the issuance of an injunction setting aside the order of the commission. There U no question but what
provision for the notice will tie made.
It Is said, but. strong arguments are
being advanced to show that the matter should be left to toe discretion of
the court.
Later The conferees on the railroad rate bill reached a complete
agreement, and the report-wa- s
signed. Senator Tillman will present the
report to the senate at the Erst opportunity.
SMOOT CASE

SEASON IN L ONDON

Lent to By English Government, Nearing Will Be Guests of Ambassador and Mrs.
Completion, Will Be the Largest the
Whitelaw Reid, but Will Visit Other
World Has Ever Yet Seen.
Friends in the Kingdom.

Committee Nobles J. W.
Johnson and Shields.
Banquet Ciininittee Nobles J. V.
Wilson. Nathan Jaffa, J:yne: Martin
and G. W. Wyllys.
Entertainment and Reception Com
mittee Nobb s li. M. Parsons, V. S.
Prager, Smith Ua, it. H. Kemp. F.
ILLINOIS GERMAN BAPTISTS
HOLD ANNUAL CONFERENCE. Divers, J. M. Miller and 1.. C.Walker.
Arrangement Commu.ee Nobles it.
Springfield. 111. June 2. The anKellahin, F. 1'earce, Ed. Calfee, John
nual conference of the German
opened on the State Shaw and B. I,. Holmes.
Parade Committee J. F. Ilinkle, P.
five
Fair grounds today and will last BapWhite, W. M Atkinson and 11. K. AMERICAN McDICAL
davs. Several thousand German
ASSOCIATION
IN BOSTON.
Morrow.
tists, from all parts of the country,
2
on,
Most
Mass.,
June
will
Albuquerque
The annual
Shriners
who
The
.school,
Sunday
are iu attenandce. The
to Hoswell, will meeting of the American Medical as
missionary, educational and business make the pilgrimagemorning,
Jjne 10. sociation op ned here to lay. The at
of the organization will be leave here Sunday
Trlnt-day- ,
tendance is large and includes a niini-U- t
thoroughly discussed by the best t.il- - and proceed to that city, via
Colo.,
takAmarnlo,
'lexas,
of the most distinguished memand
rr of the church.
ing with them some lu.uoii pounds of bers of the medical profession.
The
aggage and parapheralia. a great convention will le divided into
COLUMBIA YACH CLUB
OPENS SEASON. amount of the la'ter, including Siirine tious and one of the most important
fixtures, instruments of torture, to be of these will be the section on l'uli-li- o
New York. June 2. The Columbia
novices,
unsuspecting
Hygiene and Health. Many
on the
Yaxht club today formally opened Its used having already been shipped to
matters, like purity of water
vseaon. The club expects to have a itc,
II.
supply, disposition of the sewage and
very busy season this year and the l(lSkt the
return trip to Albuquerque garbage, street leaning. fMl inspecL'ixn
first big event will be the annual redelegation will make use of the tion, etc., will come up for consider
gatta, which will be held lu re on the the
tion and discussion.
ani'' route as iu going.
morning and afternoon of June 16
Poe.

MX.

Race Fight Arises Over Labor
and Mexican Officials Request Aid
From This Side of the Border.

GREATLY PERTURBED

Trains

COMMITTEE

CANADA ORDER

OF AFFAIRS EXISTS

Washington, D. C. June 2. The
GO TO ROSWELL
war department was seriously per-

NORMAL CONDITIONS

STATEHOOD

GETS A LARGE

REMARKABLE STATE

AT CAflAHEA,

NUMBER 135

WESTINGHOUSE

Edglngton, principal of the schools at
Cananea, arrived here last night from
the scene of ithe riot. He said:
"George Metcalf. head of the development department of the Cananea
Consolidated Copper company, and
Wm. Metcalf, are the only Americans
killed o far as I could learn. They
were shot by Mexicans while pro
tecting the company property. Be
tween twenty-nv- e
and fifty Mexicans
were killed in
he fighting. Every
American is being armed. They ure
gathering at the home of Colonel
Greene anil In the Presbyterian church
dotermlned to make a stand. Five
thousand Mexicans are out on strike
on the Greene copper property, de
manding higher wages. They are
very defiant, marching through the
StrikeAmer-iea- n st.reets,
and are only waiting ithe ap
pearance of the anarchist flag to at
tack every Mexican and American in
Cananea who does not Join them.
They are making threats to destroy
the entire camp and exterminate
every American in it. t judge they
are not well supplied with arms, but
have enough to put up a terrible fight
,
against the soldiers or the Americans.
They have already dynamited several
plants and I fear the homes of all
Americans will be dynamited."

Ridiculous Story of Russian And So More Than 5,000
Took Part in the PagPlot to Assassinate Preseant Today.
ident Roosevelt.
Madrid, June 2. The killed by the
bomb explosion of May 31 now numThe ball which was
ber twenty-fou- r.
to have been given at the palace tills
evening has been abandoned owing to
the general mourning and a reception
will be substituted.
The British
has intervened in 'behalf of
Robert Hamilton, the Englishman arrested on suspicion of being connected with the outrage and he probaoly
will be released, as there seems to
be a case of mistaken idenlty. The
street fetes continue.
English Suspect Not the Man.
2:45 p. m. Robert Hamilton, English bomb suspect, lias been released.

10(5.

SOUTHERN REPUBLIC

at Palace Abandoned Don't Like Marching and

Ball

L

ANARCHY'S BRIEF REIGN IN

USUAL PARADE

BOMB EVENT

EVENING, JUNE

foreign governments
will
take official cognizance of Mr. and
Mrs. Ixmgworth's
visits, and will
show them the morn cordial and hospitable consideration.
Mr. and Mrs.
IongwTrth exeepi to return to New
York in August, and will spend several weeks in Cincinnati, before returning to Washington.

that the

WILLBE

REPORTED NEXT WEEK
Washington, D. C, June 2. The
case of Senator Smoot was briefly
before the senate today but no action
was taken. Burrows stated that the
committee report recommending the
exclusion of Smoot would not be In
shape for presentation until the middle of next week, but he had been
requested to ask that the consideration of the report be set for June 11.
Meverldge desired that the case be
not only considered, but disposed of,
beginning on that date, but Teller objected to setting a date iu advance
of the receipt of the report. The
said case has leen under consideration in commit te for two years and
the tienaite could not afford to proceed
with unreasonable celerity.
St. Louis Wool Market.
St. UjiiIs, Mo., . ine 2. Wool

ki t

steady and unchanged.

RATON TENDERED RECEPTION
TO GOV. HAGERMAH
Followed By a Grand Ball The Governor
Addressed the People A Large and
Enthusiastic Crowd Present.
Special to The Evening Cltir.-nH.iiton, N. M., June 2
Last night
tills city tendered Governor H. J. Hag- erman a rousing reception, fallowed
by a grand ball at the Coliseum
The governor
delivered
a m st
appreciative
address.
utef
which
louoweu tne rec puon ana dance.
aiid it seemed that not only IU- ton, hut all the outlying precincts
were present to extend courtesies to
the visiting territorial executive.
Today and Sunday, and possibly
Monday, will be spent in drives around
.

.town and visits to tho different coal
camps, principally to the Ittwsou dis
trict.
The governor arrived yesterday afternoon from Santa. Ve nivnmn;. nle.l
p
by c'ol. J. D. Sena,
of
the irovernor's staff: A. 4' Tarklntton.
adiutant eeneral of the territory, and
Maul A. V. Walter nostmsater .f Sim.
ta Fe and the associate editor of the
New Mexican. Others Joined the par- ty ut I.as Vegas and accompanied
them to the Gate City. Gov. Hager- man and party will prolably return to
Saiita Fe Monday afternoon.
aide-de-cam-
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TW Citizen Publithlof Company

changes thnn nt most summer places.
Mr. and Mrs. William (iulllver, Mr.
find Mrs. Kdwnrd Humphreys, Mr. ntitl
Mrs. Stephen Pcabody, Mr. nnd Mrs.
Manieo, Judo nnil Mrs. Horace Rus
sell are a few of the "11 guard'" to
go Lack 1o Southampton for the ptim- All will entertain extensively.
nior.
as they have done for .several years.
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The meet of the Watchung Hunt of
at the Ihlvlng
park, closed today, after four days'
excellent sport. Two flat races for
ponies, galloways, hacks and hunters,
and three steeple chases, were given
each day.

100
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60c per month
will
mtm
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pm wwk.
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The third annua horse show of
Plainfleld, given tinder the auspices of
the Plainfleld Riding and Driving club,
will be held at the club's new show
grounds on June 7, 8 and 9. The en
tries closed on Thursday.
.

Application

should h. MidnniJ to
MM bb4 mittanm.
Cnr rvauanma ConrAKT. Irfu,
ra
tfca.fc., mmAm and .xprw.
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church ceremony.
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Pay by Carrier,
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Person who have their prescriptions filled at our store
need iiave no fear of substitution, of which so much Is now
being written.
For prescription work we URe
only the finest drugs and chemicals manufactured,
and use
exactly what. tne physician directs.
So many
precautions
are
taken by us that a mistake is
practicaily iiniossllile.

parabl.
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SOCIETY'S

MOVEMENTS

boy, and

J

the Four Hundred

SOME TO EUROPE, SOME TO

Watering Places, and Many
to Country Homes For
the Summer.
Special Correspondence:
Sevr York, June 2. There has been
surprisingly little to interest society
during the last week, and even wed
dings seem to have given out, less
than half a dozen having taken place
within the last ball of the month
With weather like that prevailing
there is absolutely no inducement to
remain In New York, and an early
country season has resulted.
There
lias been a decided exodus for Etiroiie,
liut in most cases trips will be short
and lalter on the travelers will turn
ihelr steps to Newport, Bar Harbor,
Southampton and other resorts.
The avenues and fashionable cross
Tiave taken on the usual
( streets
dreary, 'loarded up, summer appear
ance, and so far as society is concern
ed, New York will soon appear a deserted village. Few people are still
with us, and things are getting very
dull. The season is over and, offlc
ially, nobody cares, to be found in
town late In the spring.
The coaching season may be said
to have closed and the week has wit'
nessed the abandonment of the daily
runs of the Pioneer between the Hoi
Jand house and Ardesley. Virtually
all of the members of the Coaching
club and of the Ladles'
driving club have left town for the
summer, and coaches on the avenue
are becoming few and far between.
There is great gayety now at the
Hempstead, Tuedo and Westchester
colonies, and aft all other places where
there are big country houses and
Louse parties going on. The weekend house party is an established ink
house
stitution and the
parity, which Is entirely different, is
gaining in popularity. In it the feminine element usually predominates.
There is also a certain family flavor,
k
house
as it were. For a
party Invitations are generally sent
to relatives and immediate friends,
parties include only
while week-en- d
those desirable from a social point
of view.
An especially brilliant social season
is in store for Newport. Fortunately
for the gayety uf that resort, the
French embassy has elected to make
Newport Its summer headquarters.
The ambassador and his wife will
be in France, 'but M. Dcs Portes, as
charge d'affaires, will establish the
embassy in Newpont, and Mme. lies
Portes and Mile. Des Portes, who
were abroad several months la.st year,
will be with him. M. Des Porus was
first in view here when he assibted
his coasin, Count de Rougemont, at
his
with Miss Clapp. It will
be the first Newport season of his
youthful and attractive daughter, who
'has already made her social debut in
Washington.
The season there will be well Marled with the wedding of Miss Sands to
Mr. Minott, which will take place
the end of this month. Mr. aDd
Mrs. Sands, ithe bride's parents, are
)cupying "Wee Bush," Mrfc. F.
Brockholst Cutting's villa, in Belle-vu- e
avenue. The house is' one
adapted to the requirements
of a wedding and its incidental festivities.
four-in-ha-

mid-wee-

mid-wee-

...

rd

...

The wedding plans of Miss May
Bruce Brennan and William Limier
Washington have been considerably
modified, owing to the recent death
In Nice of Lewis Washington, brother
of the bridegroom-elec- t.
The marriage
will be celebrated quietly, In tne
Church of Che Incarnation, next Wednesday, hurt there will be no reception.
FTom now on society will
life.
Even

devote

at this

comparatively early date sitorts, and
especially tennis, are in full swing,
notably at Meadow Brook and Hempstead. Dinners ure the principal entertainments, while bridge at odd momenta always finds many adherents,
even among those of the younger set.
who this year are becoming expert
players and devoted to he game.
Southampton
began ' itu season
rather earlier than usual. A number
of villas have been ojK-- for weeks
and more are lieing occupied every
day. TheTe will be much the same
set there, with a sprinkling of newcomers, as there always is, but fewer

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Money to Loan
Furniture, Planoa, Organs, Horses

first-clas-

PHARMACY

ALVARADO
B

II. BRIGGS

CO..

Prop'rs.

Following the Flag.
When our soldiers went to Cuba
and the Philippines, health was the
most iniKrtant consideration. Willis
t
T. Morgan, retired Commissary
I . S. A., of Rural Route No. 1,
C'.ncord, N. H., says: "I was two
years In Cuba and two years in the
Philippines, and being subject to
eolils,
tool; Dr. King's New Discovery fur Consumption, which kept me
in perfect healtn. And now in New
Hampshire, we find it the lest medicine in the world for coughs, colds,
bronchial troubles and all lung diseases. Guaranteed at all druggists.
f(k- and
Prh-i. Trial bottle free.
Ser-gesn-

1

COUPLE
SECURED NO LICENSE
Inquiry' made ot the police department at El Paso concerning the
whereabouts and
the matrimonii!)
status ot Arthur Brown and
Kuia
lung, who e'.opeJ from Bis:ee last
weK, has elicited the infurnia'ion
that the young people wire in that
city but that they did not succeed in
marrying there. Meantime nothing
definite is known in B:sl-regarding
the present whercalKiuts of the couple. The El Paso News in commenting on the case taid:
Arthur Brown and Euia King can:e
from Bisbee to El Paso tor the express
purpose of being married, but if tht
ceremony has been performed it was
done somewhere else than in El Paso.
The young man presented himself at
the county clerk's omce for a license
but a he could not make the necessary affidavit as to their ages, the license was not issued. Failing to be
married here, it is not known whether
they have been more successful elsewhere, but they have not. wedded if
the mother of the girl could prevent it.
If you kuew the value of Chamber-- :
Iain's Salve, yon would never wish to
be without it. Here are some f the
diseases for which it is especially vai-- l
uable; sor nipplts, chapped uands,!
burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic!
sore eyes, itching plies, salt rheum
and eczema, price i'&c
box. For
tuie Ly a!l druggists.
ELOPING
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SAVINGS IDEPOSITS
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
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book-keepe-

First and Cold Ave.

Both Phones

ooooocooo

liook-keepe-

$6100

$1.50 Up

ALL

WORK

....50c

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

B. Ft COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

B. A. SLEYSTER
REAL

INSURANCE,

ESTATE-NOTA-

RY

PUBLIC.

Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque

Automatic Telephone,
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TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
AT DEMING

The Luna count v teachers' institute
the public school
building in Deming on Monday, June
4, and continue for two weeks.
Prof.
A. B. Stroup of Albuquerque, superin
tendent of the school of Bernalillo
county, was invited, and has accepted
the invitation to conduct the institute.
will convene in

A

r.

ROUGH RIDER
MADE MOUNTED INSPECTOR
Alvln C. Ash of Raton, New Mexico,

was appointed a mounted inspector
by Collector Sharp, says the El Paso
Times. Inspector Ash will be located
at Columbus, New Mexico. He was
a rough rider and went to Cuba with
Colonel Roosevelt's regiment.
It is
understood he was appointed on a re
quest from the department at Wash
ington.
NEW EPISCOPAL
RECTORY

Good men, any number
Two Lotc,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
Corner cf
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranSilver and Edith.
years.
Inquire Abrateed for three
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver CORNER
$1,000
avenue, under Elite rooming house INSiOE
800
Energetic,
trustworthy
ANTED
man to work in New Mexico, repBest Location
resenting large manufacturing comin the City.
pany. Salary $40 to $90 per month,
paid weekly: expenses advanced.
P0RTERF1ELD COMPANY.
Address, with stamp, J. H. Moore,
(Incorporated.)
Albuquerque, N. M.
110 West Gold Avenue.
MALE HELP WANTED.
$2o
WANTED Branch managers;
work and conveyancing.
caeh, weekly. Live at home. Ex- Notarial
perience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
Minn.
LAWYERS.
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
Bernard 8. Rodey.
.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
teed for three years. Inquire Abra- N. M. Prompt attention given to all
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver business pertaining to the profession
avenue, under Elite rooming house Will practice in all courts of the territory and hefoie the United State
SALESMEN WANTED.
land office.
SALESMEN Experienced in any line,
Ira M. Bond.
to sell general stores in New Mex.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
ico. An unexcelled specialty prop- N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
$35
ocition.
Commissions
and
patents,
copyrights, caveats
lands,
weekly for expenses. The Conti letter patents, trade marks, claims.
nental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, O.
R. W. D. Bryan.
WANTED Capable salesmen to cover
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
New Mexico with staple line; high que, N. M. Office, First National
commissions, with $100 montnly Bank building.
posUion to
advance. Permanent
E. W. Dobaon.
right man. Jess. H. Smith Co., De
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crem
troit, Mich.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
AGENTS WANTED.
DENTISTS.
HUSTLERS WAAfED For unique
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
propositi an.
Establish your own
Dental Surgeon.
business; large income; we take all
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, Over
risk; reference and small capital
required; chance of a lifetime. Only the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
one man appointed in each city, so Both 'phones. Appointments made by
you
immediately mall.
should write
Sherman Co., 14 Dover street, New
Edmund J. Alger. O. D. 8.
York.
Office
No. 80S Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
FOR RENT.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
FOR RENT Three-roohouse in pointments made by mall.
the Highlands, $12 per month. Ad'
PHYSICIANS.
dress, Highlands, Citizen office.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHitCN,

ALBUQUHRQUE,
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PRPOaiTOKT.

RY.

Preside
Ylce President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier

m

M.MK.....Dlreotor
y J Jffigggl

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Profits

..KM.qoaj
)260,OO6.

Depository fee Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company
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YOUR ACCOUNT
"

.nfCeVt

IS WELCOME

AT THE

!

$tote National

BaumE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

-

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
DIRECTORS.
O. N. MARRON.
,T. A. WEINMAN.
WM. FARR.
I. A. DYE.
E. A. MIfc.RA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
rfTT
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

N. T. Armllo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High- Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
mlclde. Treatments given each day
ooo--o-oo- from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
5 "OLD RBLIABLE
OR. W. G. SHADRACH,
Office,

A 8ANTA FE

N. M.

omeen and Directom
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDC
M. W. FLOURNOT
.:.,....
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. BATNOsjDS ...jr.v.MW..'.-

DR. R. L. HUST,

&

TOPEKA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

-

AT DEMING FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
Leupold have the conitract
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
to build the rectory for the Episcopal
West Railroad avenue.
church society of Deming. The stone FOR REN i' A cool, pleasant front
and brick are already on the ground,
room on ground floor. No sick peo
says the Graphic. It is proposed to
ple need aippiy. 3U1
ortn second
build a five room cottage with bath.
opposme nre station.
sireer,
The building committee are Messrs. tX)R
RENT
Nice furnished rooms,
Geo. A. Shepard, Thos. C. Marshall, J.
with electric lights and bath, for
J. Bennett and Col. J. P. .McGrorty.
light housekeeping
and sleeping
The rectory fund came into existence
purposes. Inquire at corner of
as a result of the work of the Woavenue and Fourth street.
, Railroad
man's Guild.
Over hardware sture.
WRESTLING MATCH
FOR RENT Cottage flata of two to
four rooms, nicely furnished for
SCHEDULED FOR BISBEE
housekeeping, $10 and $12. Very
At Bisl.ee, Arizona. H. Rasmussen
cheap for the summer, or will board
and E. Anderson have signed for a
by the week or month very reasonwrestling match for $200 a side. A
able. Mrs. E. K. Norris, 524 John
forfeit of $30 was put up by each
street, east end of viaduct.
man with (the Miner. The balance of
the money will be forthcoming on or
FOR SALE.
before the last day before the match.
Rasmussen in posting his forfeit peel- run SALE Cliie.1 National range;
used seven months. CdS Ehst Iron
ed it off cf a healthy roll of bills. Anavenue.
derson drew a check.
E- hTndsome
FOR'SALHard man
you do
If your stomacn troubles
piano, in fine condition and almost
not conclude that there is no cure, for
bargain.
hew, at a
For particua great many have be;n permanently
lars, call st this office.
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and run aALE a nrst-ciasdouule-ha- r
Liver tablets. Get a free sample at
reled,
shstgun; bran new
any drug store and give them a trial.
never has been used ; one of th
They also cure c. nstlpation and bilbest makes. Call at The Citizen ot
iousness.
flee for particulars.
Ijouse.
FOIt SALE A seven-roK.GILA RIVER COUNTRY
newly painted,
all modern conIN GOOD CONDITION.
veniences, with six lots, trees and
James E. Cosper was down f r. m
shrubbery. A snap to any one look-inImncan on business, says the Lords-burfor a home. C. M. Wilkinson,
Liberal. Mr. Cosper says that
WVkiI Scouring mills.
he has never seen the Gila river coun
try looking better than it does this FOR SALE My general merchandise
year. The farmers ail have fine crops
business located four miles from
growing, and there is so much water
Belen. A rare chance for some one
are to step into a nice money-makin- g
in the river that the prospects
good for making all the crops, and
business. Will bear full investigathey promise to be record breakers.
tion. Good reason for selling. Call on
The stock ion the range is looking fine
or address, Chas. Mann, Publltos, N.
and there are plenty of fat steers
Mex.
ready for butchering. Mr. Cosper has FOR SALE Stock'and timlier ranch;
lived on the river for nineteen years,
alxitit 7n0 acres fenced; 30 head of
and he says this year the farmers
cat tie, 3 horse; wagons, tools and
and the stockmen will do better than
farming implements.
Two
in any year he has been on the river.
houses, liarn, and large corral. Only
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
Hives, eczema, itcn or salt rheum
government reservation.
Plenty ot
sets you crazy. Can't bear the touch
wa er. Price. $4,500. Easy terms.
of your clothing. I man's Ointment
N.
Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
cures the most obstinate of cases.
12 West Gobi avenue.
Why suffer.
All druggists sell it.
Fi'R SALE Two sets ol shelving,
n utty feet
GREAT MINERAL
long; two sixteen-foo- t
BELT OF GLOBE
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
Globe district of Arizona is the largCall at F. F. Trotter's.
est and richest mineral district, in
LOST.
T
Arizona, saj'B the Belt. Its production of copper last year was over 3o,- - LOST Sunburst pin, set v.itii pearls
md small diamond in center.
Miit.ooo and for lyo6 It will exceed
to Highland Pharmacy and reiKiuiKis.
The great mineral
ceive reward.
belt of the district
extends from
Richmond basin to the eastern line of
BUSINESS CHANCES.
llnal county, a length of nearly thirty-fiviug.
Patented
miles. Cpper is found over almost !' "n. BAN
sweeping
compound.
animated
its entire length, and a number of
e;i introduced everywhere;
state
miles have ben added to the produciisirs for sale on royalty liasis;
ing list during the past year. The
n
.1 income for right party.
Write
district production of silver from lsTD
Dio amounted to $3,0u0.0oo, and still ' o H. Singer, Security Bldg., C'hi- H'o.
vat deposits of the white metal are
here undlsturl-by the miner's pick
"My child was burned terribly about
and ll.
Gold has been found in ihr
rwU Anil chest I sinnlfeH Tr
many places in the district, and in Thomas' Electric Oil. The pain ceas-an- d
the Ixist Gulch and Gold Gulch secthe child sank into a restful
tion are numerous strong gold veii.s sleep." Mrs. Nancy M. Hansom, Ham-turiawaiting development.
X. Y.

Rosch

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

fice.

Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

x

INTEREST

general Wagons and other Chattels; also on
at store of F. F". SALARIES AND WAREHOU8B RETrotter.
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
WANTED Experienced cook. Small as $200.00. Loans are quickly
Time:
family. Apply
8 and strictly private.
7 and
o'clock p. m. Mrs. J. A. Barnard, St. month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
Joseph Sanitarium
are reasonable. Call and see us beWANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street, fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
eouth of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
r
WANTED Position e
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
or assistant
UnderWest Railroad Ave.
litPRIVATE
stand stenography and can furnhdi
OFFICES.
typewriter. Address, A. B., this ofOpen Evenings.

WANTED Woman
housework. Call

THE TA05 COUNTY

concerning
Additional information
the organization of the proposed national bank in Taos is that its name
Is t be the First National Bank of
Taos county," the capital stock is
fixed at $25 000, with wie privilege of
increasing the same as occasion and
business necessity may demand.
The
,
Black-wellpromoters are C.
president of tne First National lank at
Ratcn, and interested in a bank recently started la Springer; .S. Flors-heim- ,
the Springer merchant and
wool raiser; Alexander Gusdorf, of
Taos; Fred Sower and J. W. McCarty,
of th Bondiusd:'rf & McCarty company, merchants at Taos. The petition for leave to Incorporate has been
signed liy the persons above named,
and has lieen sent to the comptroller
of the treasury in tne national capital. In the petition it is requested
that the name of the bank projiosed
be reserved for sixty days, as provided by law.
The impression Is that the organization of the bank will be completed
at an early date, and that it has some
connection with the proposed con
structlon from Cimarron to Taos, of
the line built from Raton to Cimarron
by the New ..iexico, Rocky Mountain
& Pacific railroad.
Mr. Blackwell is
one of the promoters of this road and
one of its incorporators, and the fact
that he is connected with the forma
tion of fhe new bank indicates that
the road will ihe extended" forthwith
to the county seat of Taos county.
Another good tmng that has taken
place in the ancitnt town of Taos Is
the installment of a local telephone
instruments;
line with twenty-siand
this is working satisfactorily,
more subscribers are expected. The
owners of the system have made application to the Colorado Telephone
company, with headquarters at Denver, to connect with the telephone
lines of the company at Cimarron,
which gives that town telephone connection wlih Denver. Colorado, Raton and other cities and places in
New Mexico, although from Santa F"e
a conversation would have to be relayed 'at Cimarron.
Taos merchants seem to be more
prosperous and the merchants are doing more business t han for some years
past. Many of the citizens of the
county are at work in the railroad
camps on the ,ew Mexico,
Rocky
Mountain and Pacific, railroad, and in
the sheep camps in eastern New Mexico. H is estimated that there are
not less than MiO of these. At the
recent term of court it was very hard
to get jurors and witnesses, as it was
found 'that many of the inhabitants
were abstnt trom ihe county, either
on railroad or as fheep Herders and
saearers.

s

N. M.

TOWN.

Have Scattered

WANTED.

WANtEI) A
tarber, at
Garrett's shaving parlors, Socorro,

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST WANTED

$25.000 WELL KNOWN
A
CITIZENS INCORPORATORS
IN
OLD
TELEPHONE SYSTEM

tele-

phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your irUb.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin T. Weatherbee
leave on Tuesday for Europe.

CAPITAL,

Capital and surplus, $100,000

1

d

NATIONAL BANK Painless Extracting

Town Season Closed and

NEW MEXICO

bet-wee-

Full Set of Teeth

IN GOTHAM

Itself, to outdoor

Tele--

ardar at th

Mr. and Mrs. Osgood Pell are to
sail for Europe today and will upend
most of the summer automoblling on
Colorado ir; the contlntent.
Mrs. Jameg p. Kemochan. will leave
town for the season on Monday, and
ojen her villa at Newport for the
summer.
.

ta

he Wwtern Union or total
TPfFOttfiniF
C I t II tilfa jpi, office for an
T. nemeenfer
aend your ad with the caah to The
offlc, or

.

ALBUQUERQUK

w hvt

A. D.
CltHten

2. 19C6.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion
'o

JUNE

BANK INSTITUTIONS

we neve not failed before, thet your
and you can rely upon It.
money It not thrown wy. We have
rented hundrede of houees
eold nearly everything
by oir went ede, g well
adver- tleed tfrrougn them.

Hates, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred W. Hates, of 12
Fifth avenue, and Miss Emetine (ioold

OfflalaJ Paper ef Bernalillo County
Vernam. to be celebrated In St.
u4 City of Albuquerque.
Peter's church, Morristown, on Thurs
Ffm. After.. DliMfcba.
day, June 21. The 'bride 1s a daughter
'
Urfrt Cfy Cuty ClrtnltHn.
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vernam, who
Tk Urtwt Hnr Mukt ClmltNM.
will give a bridal breakfast after the
C1mil.1l..

SATURDAY,

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can sectif e tt for you by a imall
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

DO

FOR YOUR
GOOD

w

m

An out. of town June wedding
attended by many New Yorker

EVENING CITIZEN.

6--

XDXDOOOCX3CO0 00

A

limited to Eye, Ear, Note
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat
lines. Office, 313 Va West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Practice

L.

2

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

115.

A. BORDERS.

Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
Spencer
W.
F.
and V. O. Wal'ilng
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
LAND MATTERS.

3. PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER

P. u--

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red

ESTABLISHED 1171

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
0

RAILl DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUl, K. K.
SAVE

TROUBLE

AND

EXPENSE,

H. W. 8. Otero,

United States Court Commissioner,
West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office
CIVIL ENGINEER.
703

As well as alckness and possibly V as
of life, hy having defective plumbing
taken out and tip to date sanitary
plumbing jiut into your home. We'll
fit yon up a model bath room, with
gas heating attachment for hot water,
at a reasonable cost.
We carry the finestline of garden
hose in the city.

J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Mtddleon,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117
tJoid avenue.

Wt

VETERNINARIAN.

Standard Heating & Plumbing

Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Office, 424 North Second, street.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
A. L. Morgan.

The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, Albuquerque. N. M.

J.

C.

CULTURE.

Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York City.
The latest scientific appliances and
up to date methods for treating the
face, hair and scalp, complexion
steaming and bleaching, manicuring
anil shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Massage; Electric
Hair Dryer Rnjlin Hell nnp it tho latent ficien- tiflc discoveries in the treatment of
the skin by colored light rays and
heat.
SUITE 3j and 36. BARNETT BLDG.
Auto 'phone 726.
te

AND MASSAGE.

Colo., Red 284.

BALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

-

PAIN- T- BUILDING PAPER
Always In
Covers more, looks best, wears
1 la,ittir' LIme- - Cement,
S,0K'
longet, mos-economiacl, full
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.

SHERMAN-WIUJAM-

S

t

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

BEAUTY

SHAMPOOING

Auto phone, 671.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

d

Shampooing

and

facial massage;

will give treatment at home or at office. Room 19, Elite hot1. Mrs. M.
F. Breen.
" ClUkUu W'uiit ads bring rutull

Co.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

i
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AMERICANS IN
ENGLAND MEET

Colorado Telephone Co. Spending
$100,000 in City Improvements

Saw Mills Employing

FRENCH TEAM

Double Shifts

Railroad Shops Employing More Men

In International

Tennis
Contest for Dwight
Davis Trophy.
AT MANILA

STEEL WHARVES

Albuquerque Trattion Co. Building Two Miles of Extensions

Little Princess Yolande Was
Five Years of Age on
Yesterday.
2.
June
Deals
Liverpool,
C.
Wright. Holcorabe Ward, Keigh Collins and Ray I). Little, the American
team selected to compete In the international tennis tournament for the
Dwigbt Davis International
trophy,
will have their first inning this afternoon. They will play against the
team of French players in a preliminary match. Should they defeat the
French players, they will meet the
winners of the Australasian matches
at Newport, Monmouth, on June 7
and 8. This will be the hardest con
test for the Americans ami upon the
result of that contest it will depend
the
the privilege of challegning
British players for the championship
cup. The finals of the cup will he
played on the courts of the
club at Wimbledon, London, on
June la. 16 and 18.
TWO LARGE WHARVES
TO BE CONSTRUCTED.
Manila, June 2. To do away with
the excessive cost and inconvenience
of lighterage In Manila bay, two
large steel wharves are to be constructed here. The Bureau of Insular
affairs has let the contract to a New
York firm, the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific company and the work will soon
foe begun. One of the wharves will be
50 feet long and 110 feet wide, with
pile and concrete cylinder superstructure, and reinforced concrete
deck. The other wharf will be fi00
feet long and 250 feet wide. The
depth of water
in which these
wharves are to be built is about
thirty feet alt mean low tide. Construction work will require alout
eighteen months. The wharves will
cost about $450,000.
The United States Steel Product
Export company, which handles the
foreign business of the United States
w(l 1 ship
the!
Steel corporation,
structural steel for the whorves. The
order for the cast iron pipe, 3,500
tons, has been placed with a Scotch
firm, as better terms, both as regards price and delivery, were offered, than could be obtained in the
United States.

KING'S DAUGHTER
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY.
R:me, June 2. Princess Yolande,
the elder of the two daughters of
King Victor Emanuel III, of Italy and
of jueen Victoria, celebrated her 5tn
birthday yesterday.
The little princess who is an exceedingly bright
child and was the idol of her parenfts
until Prince Humbert, the neir t0
the throne, was born on Septemlier
15, 1904, is the general favorite of the
ourt and by her democratic simplicity has endeared herself to all with
whom she has come in contact. As
usual she was the mosit important
person In the Quirinal on her birthday and was allowed to have her
sweet will in determining the program for the day. In the morning she
reviewed the troops of the garrison
in the court yard of the palace. The
rest of the day will be spent with her
sifter and brother and 'her parents,
who invariably make a family affair
of birthdays in the family.
IMPORTANT PORTS OPENED
TO FOREIGNERS.
Tokio, June 2. In accordance w ith
the agreement made by the Japanese
government
two Important
and
ports,
Kao were opened today to
foreign citizens and foreign vessels.
This may be considered the official
beginning of the "Open Door" policy
Inaugurated under Japanese regime.
Man
in
Although the conditions
churia, which have been greatly un
set by the war, are by no means set
tied, an effort will be made to open
up the country to foreigners as rapidly as can be done without endanger
ing the safety of military operations
and with as little risk as possible to
foreigners. The withdrawal of troops
from the war zone has been consider
ably slower than anticipated and that
fact has delayed the work of restor
ing normal conditions In Manchuria
It will be some time liefore the gov
ernment will be able to give foreign
ers penetrating into the Interior of
Manchuria snffictent protection, muk
den will nrobobly not be opened until
July 1. Foreign consuls have been
permitted to proceed to their posts in
Moukden beginnig with today, but it
one month to
will require fully
straighten matters in that city so as
to make it safe for travelers from
foreign countries to go there in pursuit of business.
Man-churi-

an

Ta-Tu-

KENNEL
SHOW OPENS.
Auliiirmlale.
..iass., June 2 In a
big tent on the grounds of the Wood-low- n
Park hotel, the third annual
show under the auspices of
open-ai- r
the Indies' Kennel chili of Massachusetts will bo opened this afternoon.
The number of entries is very lan;e
this year and the list of prizes includes more than two hundred socials. Among the judges are mime of
the most prominent New EnglandM. dog
K.
experts, like A. II. Iligginson.
11.
W.
H. . South Lincoln, Mass.;
Arthur
Huston;
Symihe.
Mattapan. Mass.: Walter H. Hanley.
ltrooke.
Providence, K. 1; l.oring
Boston; .lames Mortimer. llenist.a 1.
I. I. and others.
WORKMEN ON STRIKE

THIRD ANNUAL

CLUB

.

FOR

EIGHT-HOU-

DAY.

l'aris. June J -- In n spouse to a
general appeal of the Ceneral Labor
all
asking
Federation of France.
workmen to strike today fur an eight
hour dav thousands of workmen in all
parts of the country went on a strike
today. There were some demonstrations here and similar dernoiH' rations are reported from Mars, illes.
Lyons, Toulon and other cities, but
the police authorities did not experience much difficulty in preserving
peace and order.

The Wool Scouring Plant is
Running Full Capacity

m
University (HI eights the coming residence section
of the city Beautiful SO foot lots 25 to S
Only 5 a month, Mo interest
The building

an Electric Car Line to the University will Double
the value of this property.

of

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVERFT CO.
Wlinf Hr. Yon

,

PflV

'
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! WHERE LABOR IS BATTLING TODAY

The Champion Sole

luu may uc jjajunj i iv..
much as your neighbor, though
the price is the same.
Because the milk you buy, perhaps, contains less of the elements
fats and proteids, doctors call
them which are required to
supply muscle and energy.

Sewing Machine

You can depend upon

Carnation

This

Wonderful

Machine Sews a

Cream

Pair Half -- Soles

(Steriliied)

in Two Minutes,

It't pure mfik, evaporated and sterilized,
alwayt rich in nutrition and flavor, and
always uniform. We know what kind
of milk we get the cow are fed and
milked under our direct supervision.
Whita aauca mad
drsain-

-

for

We

Charge Only

with Carnation Cream ia
fit for tha gods.

DEM1NG ITEMS.
From the Headlight.
Rev. C. U Dickey, who has been
V.
H.
visiting his brother. Prof.
Dickey, for the past month, returned
to his home in Tyler, Texas.

which

I

fur

j

Miss Eda Deckart will fill the iposi- tion vacated by Miss Aiice McDan- iels, who will leave Tuesday for her
home in Tennessee, and expects to
,1
remain away three months.
i

Walter Moore and bride went to,
on
hot. springs, returning
Wednesday night. While gone, they
visited the "City cf Kocks" and Ja-- j
cohson's ranch.

mb

Kay wood

Milium

Miss May Browning returned from
I.os Angeles. Cal., last week. She!
the winter in San Francisco,

mmr r

on

iWi.JiLfiiiiil-itililfiMirj-

n r

n murium

nM

i
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Millions of workers the world over are today battling for better conditions. The principal work of the
new parliament In Russia is to satisfy the demands of the laboring classes. In Idaho the miners' union of the
great west is practically on trial. In Germany 60,000 metal workers are on strike, the main demand ielng a
minimum week's wage of $5. In the United States thousands of soft coal miners are striking for the return
of the scale of 1903. The strike of trade unionists in France has reached immense proportions and there have
been many bloody clashes with the soldiers and police.

studying elocution and dramatic expression and left that city ju. three
days before the earthquake.

E. M. Walker, of whose injury mention has already been made, is still FOUGHT REDS WITH
SAN MARCUS MINE
MERCHANT TAILORING
confined to his bed, and. although he
IS AGAIN BONDED
CROOK IN ARIZONA
expected
be
is doing as well as could
A deal was made the other day by;
Dr. Clarence K. Edward, who is
OVER NO. 209 WEST
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The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Deadly Serpent Bites
Colic. Cholera tire was :' overcamp
used Chamberlain's
f refugees at the Are as common in India as are atomTrouble.
tiie
and Diarrhoea R. medy witn splendid charge
utril the K d Cross society ach and liver disorders with us. For
Mr. M. F. Burroughs, an old anrt
results, but who are unknown because I'residio
they have hesitated aiiout giving a was in position 'o lake cliaree of the the latter, howtver. there Is a sure well known resident of Iiluffton, Ind.,
remedy:
Electric lii 'trs, the great rfavs: "I regard trhaniberlain's Colic,
for work.
testimonial of their experience
publication. These people, however,
restorative medicine, of which S. A. Cho'. i:, and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
An Alarming Situation
S. C., says: very best reiiieily for bowel trouble,
Brown, of Rennet-sviilear- - n lie t!:e less friends of this reinof Thev restored mv wife to perfect
after having
from neglect
make this statement
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cure chills This remedy is almost mre to be
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ttio summer is oer.
to have In tiie. home and Is widely us..- Dr. King's New Life Fins, tne- and fever, malaria, billiousness, lame, needed
know n for its cures of diarrhoea and best and gcutlet regulators of Stom- back, kidney troiibii s and bladded dls-- Why not buy It now, and be j. reared
tiy an orders.
guarantee l.y ell lor such an etiiergencyr tor saie uy
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Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.
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REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

BORRADAILE

& CO., U

Gold Avenue

THE ALBUQUERQUE
W.

Ilindoism Against
Christian Religion

The Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. MeCREIGHT

. STRICKLER

Business Manager

President

Inlooti
Albuquerque
as an outlook
as
an lnlook for a
There

cMy
well
Is
The latter Is moro espetlally to confirm confidence,
of a place
that by familiarity wtth facts each citizen
may be able to Rive to them that ask "him, a reason for

"Nf wise man undertakes to build
house until he has satj down and counted the cost, so
no man should pin his filth to any down and Invest his
means and his energies therein unless he Is familiar with
of the pluce unless he is
the resources and prosrf-ctable to tell what they are and to realize what influence
they should have upon the place's future prosperity. The
outlook Is what confirms the faith of the zealous nnd
hopeful citizen.
The lnlook may tend to the same end, out Its more
especial purpose is to flml the strong or the weak points
in the city Itself the city's material conditions, and the
character and conduct of Ms people.
The most hopeJul feature which Albuquerque possesses, or which any place of any size and at any time
oan possibly posses, Is the harmony of thought and effort,
of plan and purpose, on the part of her people. How can
Itwo walk together except they be agreed? asked one of
old time. In union there Is strength. Is as true today
aa It was when the nape of antiquity Illustrated the truth
to his sons by a bundle of fagots which they could not
break collectively, but were able to break with ease when
separated. Behold how good and how pleOHant it is for
brethren to dwell together In unity, sang Isreal's bard;
and Innumerable other quotations could be made.
Two horses
But the proposition Is
hitched to a vehicle and pulling to gether, can communi-caK- e
to that vehicle the impetus of their united strengths;
but hitched to opposite ends of the vehicle and pulling
in opposite directions, they can communicate us Impetus
only the difference 'between their competing strengths.
Under such condition no one need wonder that the vehicle makes no progress at all. Everyone can call to
mind towns where the absence of harmony, of unity of
action, of working together, and the presence of bickerings, Jealousies, hatred, divided interests and antagonistic efforts, have resulted in conlteracting nil that nature
and location could do for the place. A memorable example exists in Nw Mexico, to which The Citizen cnlled
attention yesterday and other examples could easily be
found.
In taking an introspective view of Albuquerque, harmony is found. This city Is noted for its unanimity of
action In all matters which ertaln to the city's well being and upbuilding, and it has been so noted almost from
very first. Nor can sny one deny that this union of
action, effort and Interest, has been and still Is one of
Albuquerque's most valuable assets. The town is noted
for Mils thing, and it will be an evil day, should it ever
com- - but of which there seems to be no ground for
apprehension, when the watchword of the city ceases to
be, Albuquerqueans for Albuquerque.

the hope within him.

a

s

self-evide-

Menace
of We&ltlfo
a few years ago that the United

spates had
Ha first "billion dollar congress," says an exchange.
There was a great commotion over 1t then, but here has
boen nothing smaller in national legislative finance since.
When San Francisco was destroyed it took only
bout a week to raise something like $50,000,000 for temporary relief. That city's losses are estimated1 at
but financiers are ready to advance that much,
r moie. io rebuild it.
In New York City there are now under consideration
public Improvements that will coat $600,000,000 and of
this three railroads will spend, for tunnels and other terminal facilities, $180,000,000. New-- city subways will cost
J580.00O.0OO and the Catsklll water suppy system

It

is but
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Fifteen census takers for the school lxmrd at Calumet, Prairie and Michigan avenues in Chicago recently
resigned. These enumerators are paid 1 cent a name for
each child located. The census takers said they could
not. find enough children in this fashionable disrtrict to
pay for a dinner. The enumerators In the Ghetto, the
stock yards region and the streets around the settlement
hoiiKPS are at work and are making big wages. That is
to say, the swell veoplo in the
district are
too fashionable and too busy to have children. Itiwn in
the tenement region the Juveniles swarm the streets, but
those best, aide to care for and to educate sons and daughhomes are
ters have few in their houses. Many
entirely without children.
In some wealthy home animals are at a premium and
sons and daughters at a discount. The lady of the house
finds energy and leisure to look after a poodle or an itgiy
bull pup, while the children, if there are any, are turned
over to the nurses and the tutors. In some fashionable
They
houses children are regarded as "encumbrances."
interfere with the enjoyment of social dissipation. The
argument runs something like this: "A great penalty is
attached to these human ties, donlt you know. Children
may double one's Joys (though one doubts it), but it is
certain they double one's griefs. Why, there is something absolutely alarming about these close human associations. It is not better to go through life caring
deeply about as few persons as is possible?" This is no
made up argument. It is current in certain circles. Some
one has aptly said that a woman without children is a
weed a pretty weed, it may be, but only a weed. Her
life has neither flowers nor fruitage. It is inie that the
rearing of children brings deep care and worry and fear
into the mother's life, but it brings joy also; and it takes
both Joy and sorrow to make a
character.
Sorrow and suffering ripen life. Without its joys one
would never know the beauty of life; without its sorrow
one would never know its meaning.
When the race suicide woman looks at the future she
must recoil. Some day dissipation will lose its zest.
Some day madam will lose her beauty. Some day fihe
may lose her money and the friends that go with money
Some day her heart will be very empty. Some day she
diswill be a very Hired old woman lonesome, dried-tiillusioned, old, worn, and childless! Ah, you who puzzle
brain and1 heart over your bairns; you who tit by their
sick bedsides through the night ; you who carefully
mother your brood; you who make over papa's clothes
for little Ben and turn your old gowns into Jenny's decent
dress for school; you who long for the pretty things in
the windows of (the big stores and turn away because of
the children's needs; you who take a long breath when
thi mischievous boys are abed; you who give the 1est
that is in your head and heart and 'liody for your own
say, do you envy the childless woman of the avenue?
Would you change places with the haughty thing who
argues against nature, whose life is a garden without
flowers, a tree without fruit? Would you trade Ben's big
hearty hugs or "sister's" kiss for the chance of going to
Europe when you chose, but denied the precious love of
your own precious flesh and Mood? Would you?
"race-suicid-
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women of
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"We do not want your religion or your holy book
Chicago' with Us tunnels and great public projects,
We have more religion of our own than we know what
including a new scheme for terminals for all its railto do with."
roads, will spend hundreds of millions. The United
Thus said Maranyan Krishna, a Brahmin, who spoke
States Steel corporation that was once feared to be over from a Kansas
City pulpit on a recent Sunday. Krishna
capitalized at $1,000,000,000 is contemplating, its new
"Show me a country where missionaries
continued:
output
for
175,000,000 plant near Chk-ago- ,
and the entire
have been that is prosperous.
It does not exist. There
1907 is already sold.
Fifty years ago a man was wealthy ,who had a hunV were no famines nor plagues in Indian before the English
invasion." And there will be some persons in this coundred thousand dollars in this world's gfods. Now, (talk-er- s try who will
be in haste to applaud these utterances.
wondering
on sociology are
man's possessions
ifa By
is
prejudice in America against forThere
considerable
$50,000,00d!
and by, it may eign
should not be limited to
missions.
be found that it is not ,the amount of wealth a man has.
is unwise to invite comparison of his relig
but the use he makes of it (that is the menace. A mil- ion Kirlshna
of Christianity. To do so is to invite the
with
that
lionaire in a town of wage earners, may be a curse, or history
babies thrown into the Ganges river by mothhe may be a blessing, ft evidently takes a lot of money ers who of
sought to appease the anger of the gods, of living
to conduct the business of this country, to supply
its wives burned with
the bodies of their dead husbands on
economicallydaily needs, to care for its health, to
trans funeral pyres, to say
nothing of unspeakable infamies
port Ks commodities, and to place its products on the
that cannot be printed. It is to invite a comparison of
markets of the world.
popular governments of Christian nations with the
If the men who have this money, use it to employ the
cruel
caste of India a system by which the aristocracy
labor at American wages, and to get the best markets
' and the best prices for this country's products, their holds down the common people as does one layer of the
earh hold down another. It invites a comparison of the
money blesses many; if they use it to control commodi
sane .marriage customs of the west with the infernal
power
oppressively,
peole
have the
ties, unfairly and
the
through law to stop them. If .excessive wealttb proves a child marriage of the east.
Krishna asks to be shown a country where missioncurse to America, it is the people's fault.
aries have been which is prosperous. It is sufficient answer to say that Christian missionaries have leen everywhere. The genius of the Christian religion is out- combina reaching. It. goes everywhere, and wherever it has gone
Love and royalty make a.
lion apt to excite envy. The lovers without wealth or prosperity has followed. The prosperous countries of the
atation and the rich nabobs without lore may alike look globe are the countries where the Christian religion pre
upon the young king of Spain and his noble bride, whose vails. Always and everywhere the missionary is the ad
tiearts are Joined as well as their hands, as singularly vance agent of prosperity. His labors are justified on
blessed. If there are any especially favored on earth it the low plane of commercialism alone.
would seem it must be this pair of royal young lovers
The Hindoo representative will scarcely expect us to
who, In addition to their love, have all material environ believe that there were no famines or plagues in India
menlt to which human ambition could aspire. But it is previous to the coming of the English. Famine in India
well for us humbler folk to remember that happinei-- s in jio caused by the failure of the rains. The English have
Jove Is not dependent on high station in lilt?. Lore, like no control over the elements.
Plagues are caused by
the sunshine, is for all, and is sweetest perhaps to thosa filthiness. Certainly the English government has im
whone lives are ordinarily in the shadows. Anyway 'ho proved the sanitation in India. Famine and plague did
smiles seem more soulful and the laugh rings more trie its work regardless of the change in government. The
at the wedding '.f ithe poor or humble than of tne rich density of the population, the failure of the rain bearing
'
or exalted.
monsoons, the filthy habits of the people these brought
If history ttacht--s us anything it. is that the past on 'their natural consequences.
soverigns of Spain, with all the splendor of their enThe legs of the lame are not equal. TheBrahmin
vironment and all the fire of their love, have not often fails to make his case against the missionaries.
They
been happy in their marriages. Ferinand VII. while Mill cannot be bianied for famine and plague. On the con
towu prince, married Marie Antoinette Tlierese and nary they have done much to mitigate these evils. Most
thereby gained the imperial wrath of Napoleon, and (if the missionaries have leen educated in medicine. In
after her
his love intrigues lost him his kingdom. the free !iij !'als built and maintained by Christian peo
After his restoration he married Maria Christina, whose ple thousands of surgical and medical cases have been
very name is still hated by the Spanish people. Largely treated an bun. an lives saved. The missionaries have
through her influence be issued the Pragmatic Sanction changed many cruel customs, dispelled much Ignorance
which abolished the Salic 'aw, made Isabella the crown stopped act of cruelty, and lifted thousands out of their
princess and gave Spain its terrible heritage of Carlist d. gradation.
., . ,
w
conspiracies. Alfonso XII made an unpopular marriage
with his cousin, and Mercedes died a r'W monthn after
WUHUL btAKtn LIGHT,
marriage. Then he ttook the Archduchess Maria ChrisThe English army, which for centuries has bieu
tina of Austria a marriage doubly hateful to his subjects. fighting inferior races, has a new weapon against the
,
She has conducted herself wisely during her
but savages. In fighting the Zulus it has been found that the
has never won the favor of the Spanish iteople. The search light comes in handy. WUien the light is turned
marriage of Alfonso XIII and the Princess Ena Is one of onto their camps in the night the frightened natives
love, but the heritage of complications and disasters iancy me eye or i.oa is upon them and they ny in dismay
which clings to their throne, is a nerrible thing to live
Modern civilization has also its search
light the
under. Are they to be envied? Enviable rather aiv the press. I he lime hzht of publicity is the great discoverer
thousands of bumble couples who have no'hint; in the and the great deterrent of evil. The Scriptures are true
world but their Ipve and their hopes.
today as thousands of years ago "Men iove darkness
rather than light because their deeds are evil," and when
Nw Mexican: Gallup, after tome difficulty, l.as dis- :he search light of the newspaper is thrown upon their
poned of $10,000 worth of municipal bonds, the proceeds deeds what a scaitermeni and a terror!
to be used for the erection of a power pump at the city
Especially within the past two years has the search
well and for other improvement'.
The American light been efficient. It has been turned on evil in high
Fuel company intends to build a large power plant at the places and has sent guilty wretches to suicide and exile.
coal camp of Gibson tti supply Arizona smelters and It has condemned 1h Tnithttf In wither in the sitrbt ol
....V. !
EV.umo
iu n.nJf4
mines with electric powor; the Arizona and Colorado men
, .n OtfllVM
..
Th.i
fir lt. in
.....a ...
K.,,u..tx.
III li' II lllu.n
,1,1, l ID
railroad, which will jja uear Gallup, is to be built this the predatory raid of the millionaire, and he quails before
summer; large brick works are about to be erected in the it. it nasties into uie light or pumic scorn ine ioiers
Carbon City 4n thJ near future au4 there are other indi- of great insurance companies and blasts and ruins whole
cations that Gallup will maintain its position as the families; it throws its beams upon the people's reprelargest town in New Mexico west of Albuquerque, and be- sentatives and each man stands revealed; and now it is
tween Albuquerque and San Bernardino on the Santa Fe turned upon the corporations that are niouopoliee and
now upon tboj graft and corruption of the railroads.
Pacific railway.

Love and loyalty
sweet-soundi-

dt-at- h
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Our Ten Dollar Suits
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Karly mnsi tomorrow m:;rnlng at
fi o clock at the Immaculate
toncep
Hon church.
a
The Home Mission ladles of the
Highland Methodist church will give
ice cream social Tuesa fifteen-cen- t
day, June f, from 3 to 10 o'clock p.
m.. at the home of Mrs. Ridley, 616
South Walter street. Every one cordially invited.
John A. 1igan Circle, No. 1, Ladies
of the O. A. R., are making arrangements for a grand benefit ball to be
held at Elks' ball room on Wednesday,
June 6, at 9 o'clock. The circle has
employed Scotti s orcnestra.
An admission fee of $1 will be charged.
The WoodmerPof" the World will
observe Sunday as Decoration day,
on which date the graves of their departed sovereigns will be decorated
and services appropriate to the occasion held. All Woodmen are requested to meet at the lodge rooms Sunday at 1:30 o'clock to attend Decoration day services. Hon. George S.
Klock will, deliver the address. The
public Is Invited to be present at the
cemetery and witness the ceremonials

the

of

lodge.

We don't do much blowing about
"Cheap Clothes," but w can give a
man a suit for Ten Dollar that will
do more than he'll expect it to do, and

WHERE

TO" rVORSHIP

Christian Scientist Services nt 11
o'clock Sunday morning at the Wom
an s club rooms, Commercial
club
building, corner of Fourth street and
Gold avenue. Sunday school at 9:45.
Christian Church Corner of Gold
avenue and Broadway.
E.
Ernest
Crawford, minister.
Sunday school
at id a. m. worship at 11 a. m. and S
p. m., with preaching by the minister.
P. S. C. E.

at

7 p.

m.

John's Episcopal Church Cor
ner cf Fourth street and Silver avenue. Holy communion at 7:30 a. m.
hnnday school at 10 a. m. Holy com
munion and sermon at 11 a. m. Ev
ening grayer and sermon at 8 p. m.
A. G. Harrison, Rector.
St. Paul's Lutheran f.h
will be no services on Sunday. Monday evening at S o'clock, German
tvtrtnw uvunttm
service and sermon
at 3 o'clock. Rev. C. N. Swlnhart, of
will preach in English. Next
Sunday
PE. Moser will be installed as pastor.
ine installation service will be conducted , by the Rev.
C. N. Swinhart.
i.
ii.n.. .inviieu.
ruTl me euruia.iy
Hiohland Method!
Cated at 312 South Arnn ctrouf
11
Sollie, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m
- J
-.imn
ouujeci, jiie rower or Unity." Subject at 8 D. m.. "Tbf Walr timiij
of a Great Man.
Sunday school at
A

T

j. i. Kmmons,
Senior League

m.

at

Rev. A. E. Robinson, president.

FILL HIS SOUL

with satisfaction

do business in short order.

superin7 p. m.

Prayer

Fine

CongregationaPciuirch Locafd cn
Broadway at the east end of the viaduct. Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor. Sunday school at 9:45, to which children
not. attending other schools are In-

-

Duet-

Forevt-- r

With the

r. G.

PRATT & CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods

jas. HteKin

co.s Coffees,

&

Groceries.
Hillsboro Creamery

Butter

Earth.

D

ra'"f

x

KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
Light rig leaves city for the springs
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.
every Monday and Wednesday.

First Clasa Repairing a Specialty.
Work Guaranteed.
No. 103 North

i."

('nine I'nto

All

First Street.

eXXXXXXXXDCOCXDCXXXXXXXX)00

Grand Central Hotel

Si

Rev.

Ijord Is

M'
I
'

i; v

My.
Ci

W. McNeil

''.

Blschoff
J. M. Hetaerington.
from Fantasle, in
C. Saint-Saer.s

Atp

When,
""Savior,
--

Of;
"

!'

'
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Night
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HOLLENBECK
HOTEL AND CAFfc,

invite their friends to make
New Mexico head-

better than ever.

quarters at

Location convenient and desirable. New Mexicans spending the summer on the beaches
are welcome to feel at home In
our hotel when visiting Los

THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Ycur friendship and patronage
is appreciated.
Courtesy
and attention to guests
is a pleasure
to us.

All depot and beach line cars
stop at the Hollenbeck door.

0C000Of0
MONEY Won't Hire WOMEN
IS

A

REASON

Strike a

your coal bill.
See our ranges on exhibition at th
ELFCTRIC BUILDING.
Visit our cooking; demonstrations

Tuesday afterncx n,

MAUGER

with Mauger

&.

K

MEL IN I & EAKIN,

Jersey Dairy.

nights of Co lo nib US-

-

ATTENTION

$63 05
Offfce

ticular.

o'clock

Wholesale tlquo: and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, t. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Scblitx Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor!
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, lay. Salesroom, 111 gouU First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlca.

THE BEST IN TOWN

!

Lew Rates to New Haven, Conn., and
Return. Tickets on sal June
Rate
1, 2, 3 and 4.

Ticket

4

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

Avery, Boston

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Highland

:30 to

next

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

WOOL

the Skies"
Harry Rwe Shelley
C. P. Coilister, Soloist.
"Marche Solenelle"
Le Maigre Call at
Futrelle-Gideorganist.
y. Maynard, Choinster,
n

A. C. Bilicke and
John S. Mitchell

match, turn a value, and the fire is
ready. It is pleasant, clean, economical. Your gas hill will be Ikhs than

Volckmar

j.

&.

THERE

1

Shepherd"
Smart
iainis Gibbs and Cams.
Heard the Voice of Jesus
My

W. L.

Proprietor
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.

to go back to the old way of cooking
after they have once used gas.

Kd.

Po'o- -

stage leaves city every
Friday through in one day. Only
line with change of stock en route.

BLOCK'S HOTEL.
house at the Springs.
J. B. BLOCK.

first-clas- s

Trimble
Co., Agents, Albuquerque.
Summer School ODOOa000t00tOC

GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
McGranahan
Hale and Miss Hale
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Lead. Kindly Light"
Shcpperd Colo, pnoue. Jlk. 89.
1600 S. B'way.
it'.--. Martha Brown-Gibl- .
i .pi 'ir,.
Heading and Short Ad- M:;-

Only

Four-hors- e

Evening

Rev. McNeil
Me and Rest."..

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

Dealer in
ALL

Mrs ii.Dbs;

regt-ncy-

FIRST

JEIWEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

P. MATTEUCCI

.

--

2

Best on

Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
South Second Street.

W. E.

t!:-:--

"

.

The pa.stor will Large. Mry Rooms. Prces Very
on the topic. "Things of the
Karth That Are Most Like Heaven."
A cordial Invitation to all.
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
O
Proprietor
Baptist Church Sunday school at
W:."ii
a. m.
Childrens' day exercises
"t il a. in. All parents and friends
cord aiiy invited. Following is the
program for evening services:
Ortan I'rtlude Adagio, in
.

Sol'i

FAYWOOD,
New Mexico

Staple and Fancy

Lord"..."

E. Marzo
Mtssrs. Maynard and
iietherington, soloists.
o Re6t in the Ixird," from
Mendelssohn
Mr. H. G. Bullard.

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

Granite Flour.

!

Anth.ii -- Te Deum, in

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

West Railroad Avenue.

Rossini
Hath
Woodward

p. m.

CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

G. S. RAMSAY,

"Largetto". .1'jrtiste

V. V. S. C. E. at 7
servh-at 8 o'clock.

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

Springs

Gounod
Mrs. Ciark and Mrs. Washburn.

Divan 1'ostlude

EASY TO REACH.

Hot

Morn

Away"
Chorus, Choir.

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Call-graph- s;

dered:

Organ prelude
Anthem
The Radian;

ooooooo

000C00
Fayvood

One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 8mlth Premiere,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remlngtont; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholea; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1 Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must he
sold at once, to make room for my
new stock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be Just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.
401

Fine Clothing and
Furnkhings

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains

vited. Morning service at 11 o'clock.
The pastor will speak on the topic,
"David's Desire For God." The fallowing musical selections wlil be ren-

Offer nry

come here, we will

Me MAMBSDILIL

Clothing and
Furnishings

Ep-wor-

d

MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT

Ten Dollar Suit Man will

If the

meeting Wednesday evening. Strangers cordially invited to attend all
services.
Albuquerque Business College.
First MethodisTEpiscopal Church
OPENS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
Rev. J. C. Rollins, pastor.
Sunday
school at 8:45 a. m. Morning worship Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
at 11 o'clock. The .pastor will preach
Graded and High School Branches
on the theme:
$10.00 for ten weeks.
"A Man's Religion
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Worth What it Costs Him."
Geo. S. Ramsey
Proprietress
League at 7 o'clock. Leader.
Manager
Mrs. Mary Learning.
410 West Railroad Ave.
Evening service at S o'clock, with sermon by the
CICXXXXXXXXXXXICOOOOCOCOOO
pastor on "The Circulation of Counterfeits." There will be special muSCREEN TIME
sic at both services.
The public is
Is here. Door and Window
cordially invited to all services. The
screens made to order.
church is located at the corner or Lead
avenue and Third street. Strangers
ALBUQUERQUE PLANINS MILL
made welcome.

F'as-e-

It will also bring him back
when he
wante another suit at a medium price.
The fabrlca, the cut and the tailoring
of thee ,Uita it right in every detail.
We guarantee it and that always
mean here

o

party of young filks, including
the many friends of Miss Myrtle Kirk- patrick, suprised that young lady last
evening by presenting themselves at
her home, 31o East Coal avenue, but
Miss Myrtle quickly rallied, and did
the honors to the crowd. Tlu party
was in the nature of a farewell to
Miss KlrKpatrick, who, in company
Rny
with her brothers,
and Fred,
leave tonight for Chicago and other
eastern cities, where they will visit
friends and relatives a month. Fallowing is a list of the guests present:
Misses May Maher, Margaret Maher,
Lollie Maher, Armada Shlnick. Cora
uocklett,
Annie Bocklett;
Messrs.
Maher, Tessier,
Kirk- BeauVals
patrick and Mrs. T. J. Shlnick.
A

j.u a.
tendent.

We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought. Many
a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits'

for full

par-

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

Delivered to Any

Part of the City

Per Quart 50c Per Gallon $2.00
Special Price on Large Orders

LOUDON'S JERSEY
FARM
.'ol'.
I'hont- -

Red

91).

SATURDAY,

JUNE 2,

IS BEING PAID OFF

CARNIVAL

FROM PENITENTIARY

:0L0NEL PADDOCK

NEW

ATTORNEY GENERAL

of Brick and Get
Away.

CO. OFFICERS

ARE

IN

HOT

PURSUIT

BIOGRAPHICAL

im-

Col. Sellers Has Hopes of

Se-

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN
The Man of Business or toe Home

curing Franchise-Tracti- on
Company Working

WILL HAVE SQUADRON OF TROOPS

SKETCH

$3,955.25

OF SUBSIDY RAISED

provements in Progress
at the Fort.

Took Charge of Office
Yesterday.
A SHORT

CityDiscusses

n the

PACE FIVC.

ALL BUT

OF FT. WINGATE

Two Men Hide in Car Load Capt. W. C. Reid, of Roswell,

Leaving Fair Association
by Past Debts.
Other Items.
TROOPS,

TERRITORY'S

CONVICTS ESCAPE

OLD INDEBTEDNESS

AIR SHIP,

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

ON

NEW

EXTENSIONS

just received
large shipment of

Roll Tp
Decks, Flat anJ Stand
Desks, txfflce Chairs, Book
Cwo. Typewriter Stand

TO MILLS

and Table.
We guarantee our Una to
represent the best workmanship and highest class of
cabinet work. The desk 70a
buy of us will not fall to
pieces In a short time, teas
causing you much afiny

FaJr officials

I

)vt

'

.

,m

a

Wa have

JOL

As s.a;ed in The Evening Citizen
CoUnel D. K. B. Sellers stated toColonel Paddock, in
Lieutenant
One of the cleverest escapes ever
were busy today
checks to local business men effected from the New Mexico peni- yesterday afternoon, Captain V. C. command at Fort Wingate, who con day that a total of 7,04i.75 of the
ducted the Inspection of Companies $15,000 subsidy asked for s a prelimwho was
and others who held accounts against tentiary was made Thursday evening Reld, of Roswell,
Guards In inary to the construction of an electhe fair of 195, and with the paying when Edward N'lchols, No. 1S55. and Mexico, attorney general, of New B and G of the National
has taken charge of the office, his city some time ago, arrived in tric line into the Highlands, had been
of these claims today the majority of James Grimes, No. 1S4C, concealed
Albuquerque last evening and spent raised up to June 1, and that the
(the old indebtedness will be wiped themselves in a car load of brick vice George W. Prlchard, resigned.
Colonel Pilchard- who is engaged in the day here transacting business of grading bonus, offered by the Terrace
out. thus leaving the association with which they had been loading, and
Improvement company, which compersonal nature.
a clean slate to start on working succeeded in-- getting so completely the prosecution of a murder case iu
district court at Roswell, could
with Colonel
"We are building a new double bar pany has contracted
out the problems that will result away that all efforts on the part of the
annual the prison officials and ouier otneers not be present to .turn over the affairs racks at the fort," said Colonel Pad- Sellers to grade Gold avenue from
eventually in the twenty-sixtthe office. E. C. Burke, clerk in dock, "and the post will soon be In- High street to the university, a disfair being the greatest and mort f tie o recapture them have proved futile. of
The escape was made about 3:30 the office, under Instructions, extend- creased to a full squadron of troops. tance of fourteen blocks. Is estimated
cessful of thera all.
o'clock Thursday afternoon, which is ed every courtesy to Captain Reld. One troop, in addition to the two we as worth $4.0H), thus leaving only
National Troop for Fair.
Pelegate Andrews and O. N. Marron the time when the switching of cars Mr. Burke was reappointed as clerk already have, has arrived, and an - $3,955. 25 yet to be raised to complete
called upon Secretary of War Taft at the prison Is usually done. The In the office by the new attorney gen other will be assigned to Fort Win- the original $15,000 subsidy.
since gate as soon as the barracks are com"We are working hard," said Col.
at Washington yesterduy and secured car In which the two convicts es- eral. He nas held the position
about a year ago.
pleted and ready for their reception, fillers today, "to get the city coun
the assurance of national troops for caped had been loaded and had been it was created,
Vhtn Captain Reld entered the at thus making four troops in all, or a cil to take a favorable view of the
the fair, as stated in a special dis removed to a iosition between the. torney
general's
yesterday full spuadron."
office
franchise asked by us, and I feel sure
patch from Ithat city to The Evening dry kiln and the machine house,
When asked his opinion regarding that In the event we can arrange for
Citizen yesterday. Two troops of cav- where it was very difficult for the morning, he found a large bouquet ol
alry have been asked for and at least guard, from his station, to see what flowers upon his desk in his private the sending ot troops to this city dur an Interchange f transfers, so thnt
annual territorial the people of Albuquerque will be asone troop assured, whlcji In all prob was going on. It was while the car room bearing the card oi a friend and ing the twenty-sixtfair, from his post, in accordance sured that they will not have to pay
ability will come from Fort Wingate was standing in this position that well wisher.
fares, the city council
have nothing in particular to with the assurance of the secretary two five-ceGrimes and Nichols crawled In the
as on previous occasions.
While there is some talk of a big hole which tney had left in the brick say," he said, "except that I shall of war, that Albuquerque would be win grant our franchise.
"As I stated before, we are willing
concentration camp lieing arranged in loading, and with the assistance take tip the work of the office at once supplied with national troops during
for western troops from July to Oc of an accomplice, removed all sus and conduct Its affairs to the best of the fair. Colonel Paddock stated that to exchange transfers on the
he hardly thought troops would be basis, and as this seems to be the
tober, which will take a large number picious signs, s'o. that the car passed my ability."
Short Biographical Sketch.
sent here from Fort Wingate, as has only opportunity of the residents of
of troops away from posts in this inspection without any difficulty.
Captain been the case in the past, but would uie Highlands to get a street car
The new attorney-generaDetected Leaving Car.
portion of the country, in case the
When the car, which was intended William C. Reid, was born December in all probab.iity be sent from some service, I believe the city council will
by President
appropriation
asked
decide thnt it is to the best interests
Roosevelt for this purpose is allowed for shipment over the Santa Fe Cen 16. 1S6S, at Etna Green, Ind. He at other post.
"The president has asked congress of the city to grant the franchise."
which many think is doubtful, it will tral, was brought to the railroad tended the public schools of his na
Work on the Second street txten
not effect Albuquerque's chances of yards at Santa Fe, the convicts, who tive state and there after the Purdue for an appropriation to defray the exsecuring troops for the territorial fair seem to have had tverything carefully university at Lafayette .where he penses of several great concentration slons of the Traction company was
la ttrts least, as Secretary Taft has jnanneci. cumuea out ana started to completed an academic course. He camps to be established this fall, for going on apace today, and the ta'.t oi
assured the association, through its walk rapidly away. Unfortunately studied law In Chicago and Cincin- three months, lepinning July 15, and an injunction seems to have il out
representatives in Washington, that for t.iem. however, they were seen nati and was admitted to the bar in continuing to Octooer 15, for the pur entirely. Ties and rails were laid
on
all
national from Railroad avenue to Coi.ii'
national troops will most certainly be ltavin? the car by Antonio Alarld, 1S94. He married Miss Delta Trish pose of concentrating
an who suspected that they were escap- In Indiana, on October 31, 1893. and troops, to participate In maneuvers Second street today, and the w.jk of
forthcoming for the twenty-slxit- h
ing convicts, and sent the alarm to when she later failed in health, he on a large scale, and Fort D. A. Rus plowing up the street fr;m Copj'er
nual fair.
The evolutions of the cavalry at the the prison. Several officers, with the came with her in March, 1895, to New sell has been designated as the con- avenue on to New York aventte. Is
fairs are always of great interest to blood.iounds, started in ipursult; but Mexico, locating at Las Vegas, where centration camp for the western still going forward.
As yet the Traction company has
secured employment as business troops.
the visitors, and It is rumored that the dogs did not work with any de he
"In the event that congress allows not decided upon the course of action,
Fort Wingate now has a crack cavalry gree of accuracy and were of no use manager of the Daily Optic. A short
company which will In all probability to the pursuers.
Superintendent Ar time later, Mrs. Reid died. Captain the appropriation, and it Is thought if any, they will pursue, in reference
law that the bill will pass, this concen to the petition circulated oy the Relie sent here Xor the purpose of giviDg thur Trelford said yesterday morning Reid in 1897, began practicing
exhibitions.
that tf the dogs had taken up the trail with, the firm of Springer & Jones, ol tratlon will take place, and two troops tail Merchants' association, of this
Another Air Ship Inventor.
and followed it. the convicts would Las Vegas. He efficiently served for from Fort Wingate have been ordered city, regarding the changing of the
Manager McCanna is in receipt, of a have been recaptured wttaout diffi sixty days as chief clerk of the house to prepare for this movement, and as First street switch to some ether
I only have three troops at the post. part of the system, and though there
letter from an aeronout of Sans Souci culty. It is of the opinion that Grimes of representatives of the thirty-thirOn March 13, there would be none left to send to has lieen some tain of putting In
Park, Chicago, who states that he will and Nichols went in the direction of legislative assembly.make a flight in Chicago June 17, and Espanola. and that it. is their inten lUul, he was appointed Lnlted States Albuquerque, as the one troop" left switch on Coal avenue, and etill fur
that he 'will exhibit his air ship here tion to get to a railroad as soon as assistant attorney, in which position needed to do police duty and guard ther talk of looping In the block
during the fair, and make successful possible, as this Is the only means he made' an acceptable record. The the post, could not. very well be sent. hounded by Lead and Coal avenues
"In the evtnt that this appropria and Second and Third streets, notn
flights all for $500. In case his flight by
they can hoje to make their following year he went to Roswell
he continued to practice law tion asked by President Roosevelt is ing definite has been decided upon as
at Chicago is successful it is more escape permanent. Fred Fornoff, cap- where
than likely that negotiations will be tain of the mounted police, and a In which practice he has been very not allowed, however, then a troop yet, nor hag It been definitely settled
closed with this aeronaut for flights number of other officers are Wkiu successful. It was there on June 1 will undoubtedly be sent here from mat tne switch will be moved.
here, and in the event that he is not for the convicts and it is believed jo3, that he married wMiss Mabel hort Wingate."
Colonel Paddock spent the day
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
secured Manager McCanna will keep that, they will be returned
to the Hodson. Mr. Reid secured his title
of captain in the volunteer service of here, and will leave toplght for Fort
right along, negotiating with other prison.
the United States during the Spanish Wingate.
aeronauts and air ship inventors, as
Crime and Sentences.
New York Money Market.
"the problems presented in the mat
Edward Nichols was sent to the American war. He was appointed a
New York, June 2. Money on call,
ter of air ships flights here, owing to penitentiary March 17, 19U5, to serve captain oy Governor Miguel Otero, in WOMAN'S CLUB APPOINTS
nominal; no loans; prime mercantile
the high altitude,. has aroused so much a three years sentence for robbing the First volunteer infantry. This
paper,
per cent. Bar sliver,
regiment
see
did
service,
field
but
not
surrounding
city
postoffice
Lamy.
the
at
and
interest in this
He is 24 years
BUILDING COMMITTEE b74c o5V6
eignt
spent
mill
months
in
various
country, that Manager- McCanna i or age. 5 teet
inches In Reign
determined to secure such an attrac weighs 143 pounds, has brown hair tary camps. Captain Reid is a self
Chicago Live Stock.
possible.
eyes.
tion if
and blue
y
He is an American made man, who jas been accustomed NEW CLUB HOUSE WILL BE BUILT
Chicago, June 2. Cattle 'Receipts,
ALONG PLANS FOR A USEFUL
Carnival Company in View.
and was employed as a railroad brake to work for all he secured, and 'his
300;'
market steady; beeves, $4.106;
CLUB HOUSE.
friends are confident that he will fill
It has virtually been determined man before being convicted.
crws and heifers, $i.70(jj5; calves, $5
James Grimes was convicted of the posit.on to whicn he has Just
that the Patterson & Brainerd Carni
Blockers and feeders, $2.75(j)
At a meeting held yesterday afterval company will be secured as the burglary in t.ie district court of So been appointed, in an efficient and ca
noon the Albuquerque, Woman's club 4.75.
street attractions for the. coming fair corro county, and was sentenced to pable manner.
Sheep Receipts. 1,000; market is
He tnjoys an "enviable reputation selected a building committee comand judging from the press notices serve seven years. He was received
sheep, j.40iu-ti.j0- ;
yearlings,
this aggregation is receiving, they at the penitentiary December 22,1905. as a citizen, as a lawyer and as a posed of the following ladies: Mrs. steady;
$5.70c?i 6.30; laml. $5.to(&6.70.
D.
Mrs.
man.
is
H.
Ackerman
an
Frank
He
Cams,
considered
able
attor
e is 22 years of age. 5 feet 2 inches
have have one of the best companies
playing this portion of the country.
in height,
weighs 120 pounds, is ney, careful and attentive t ) bus! and Mrs. T. Y. Maynard. Architect
Provisions.
Wallingford addressed the meeting
people are of light complexion and has brown ness.
The Patterson-Brainer- d
Chicago, July 2. Following were
and gave the club members some
now playing Leavenworth, Kan., and hair and blue eyes. He is an Amerideas on building and modern archi- dosing prices:
elsewhere in this issue is a detailed ican, and was employed as a laborer RATON WRECK DELAYS
Wheat July, 81Vc; Sept., 79c.
tecture.
The plans of Mr. Cassldy
account of the attractions this really prior to his conviction.
Corn July, 49c; Sept., 4!tVfec.
splendid carnival company hus path
CUPID TWELVE HOURS have been turned down. Mr. Cassldy's
Oats July, 33c; Sopt., 3132c.
plans for a clifb house were very nice,
ered together.
THE BERGER-GROS- E
Fork July, $16.00; Sept., $15.90.
. They called
but too "ginger-bready.- "
Lard July,
Cupid has planned a coup to take for a building with too many cosy
$8.65
i.50;, Sept.,
SIX PLANS FOR
STOCK COMPANY place at the Alvarado at 7:30 oclock corners and too many closets. The 8.7,4.
I he
Ribs July, $9.07'; Sept., $9.05.
principals are club members said that they wanted
evening.
CITY BUILDING TAKES CHARGE OF CASINO AS this
Miss Alice M. Thomas, of Richmond a building with plenty of space. An
Closing Stock Quotations.
MANAGER, VICE W. M. WORT Ind., and F. A. Penland, diciplanarian active campaign toward the building
New York, June 2. Following were
at the Fort Defiance Indian school in of the new club house has been startMAN,
RESIGNED
ARRANGE
SO DEMORALIZE BUILDING
COM
came in ed, and will be txecuted with ail pos- closing prices:
Arizona. The groom-to-bMENTS FOR FUTURE.
MITTEE THAT COUNCIL
WILL
Atchison, common
90
from the west last night, and should sible haste.
BE ASKED TO CHOSE PLANS.
The Berger-GrosAtchison, preferred
Stack company, in have arrived but an hour in advance
102'
place of v. M. Wort man, w.io yester of his fiancee. But the fates were
New York Central
140
FRISCO DISASTER
Pennsylvania
133
Lively interest is being taken in day tendered his resignation as man unkind. The train that bore the bride-to-b66
Soutnern Pacific
was among those delayed by the
what the new cSty building will t ager of the Casino, has taken charge
The Berger-Gros- e
Stock (company union Pacific, common
150M- like. The building committee of the of the house and will continue in the Raton wreck. The nuptial knot will
has made arrangements to put on Union
preferred
94
city council met in the office of Al capacity of manager and amusement be tied tonight, twelve hours late.
10u
of the wedding breakfast of twelve plates l.huft feet of moving pictures, thor- Amalgamated Copper
derman John S. Beaven late yester provider for the remainder
oughly poll raying the great San Fran- It. S. Steel, common
41
day afternoon for the purpose of look- summer. Tonight they present the will follow the ceremony.
,
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t' .
cisco disaster, on Monday, Tuesday 1I rt.
ii
ing over the five sets of ilans that laughable farce comedy, "Charley's
ivo;s
and Wednesday, in connection with
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
have been submitted by architects, Aunt, and on Sunday night will re
one of the cleverest vaudeville perKansas City Live Stock.
and a second meeting of the commit- produce, by special request, that beau
formances ever put on In AlbuquerKansas City, Mo., June 2. Cattle
tee will be held in the city clerk's tiful ciassic. 'Faust," with special
The juries for the special term of que.
Baby
Lucille,
Baby
Florence,
150, Including aO southerns;
Receipts,
scenic
effects.
office this afternoon.
That the new
McKinley county court were drawn
and Hall & Edmonds trio. Illustrated market, unchanged;
native steers,
hall will be the best to be had for $30,-00- 0
will
morning
to
forwarded
this
and
be
In addition to presenting new bills
pictures, songs, etc.
$4.2-u.60; southern
steers, $3.60(0)
and that it will be built with an
the McKinley county sheriff tonight
at
4.
Mi;
cows,
the
Casino
twice
southern
a week, the man The special term will begin on the
eye to convenience as well as beauty
$2.504; native
cows, $2.5fl&5.25; stockers and feed
for 10th of the month.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
is to le expected and any of these agement will make arrangement
ers,
oulls, $2.504.25;
points cannot be avoided if any of the out door attractions throughout
the Colonel William Berger, the Belen
calves, $3&6.25; western fed steers,
plans inspected by the committee are summer, including many special feat
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FOR
SALE
fewman,
spending
a
is
estate
real
ures
and free attractions for the
accepted. All are modern in every
grand piano, in use only four $3.75f(5.25; western fed cows, $2.50tfj
days in the city. .Mr. Berger says
respect. In fact all are so near per- Fourth of July celebration.
months, cause of selling, sickness. 4.40.
that Grant Bros., who have the con
Receipts, 5,0o0; market is
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fect that the building committee )s
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to first lair offer. Inquire
the
of
construction
tract
for
the
nominally steady; muttons, $5(g'6.25;
is NAVAJOS ARRESTED
so confused over them that
it
at 7i2 West Coal avenue.
Blen-R1expect to
Puerco cut-ofrange wethers, $5
lambs, $t;(fi7
doubtful if the committee will take
have 4oi) men on the job within two WANTED Two stone masons at Ab- 6; fed ewes, 4;
$4.75t'-25FOR STEALING SHEEP weeks. The colonel also says that
Employment
office.
uicn itself the responsibility of recraham's
ommending any. It is more than likeand POPE PIUS X. REACHES
the Belen Tribune will make its ap FOR SALE T j room
ly that this question will be put up DEPUTY
Marfurniture, cheap.
West
SHERIFF
2
MONTOYA pearance within the next few weeks
SEVENTY-FIRSto the council as a whole. One drawquette
avenue.
TELLS THRILLING TALE OF AR.
Rome, June 2. Today'is Pope Pius
Mexico, are Mr. and
Cananea,
At
ing comes from V. H. Niles & Co.,
light
airy
furnishREST INDIANS WERE PUT IN Mrs. R. S. Piatt, John S. Trimble and FOR RENT Two
X.'; 71st birthday. Owing to his
of South Dakota, a second from Titus
IRONS.
ed rooms. No. 21 r, North Seventh
no public demonstration
others from this city, and relatives
de Bolula of Pittsburg, Pa., a third
street.
In honor of the day wa made. He
Deputy Sheriff J. A. Montoya re- and friends here were uneasy as to
from J. L. La Ihiere of Albuquerque,
spent ibe day quietly and received
FURNISHED ROOMS.
a fourth ana fifth from the firm of turned to the city yesterday from an their safety on account of the alarm
only his sister and the heads of his
Wallingford A: Spencer, and a sixth omcial trip to the Navajo reservation ing reports of disturbances there pub
Seven-rooLetters and telegrams of
furnished house; large household.
from E. B. Cristy. The plans by the bringing with him two
Indians lished this morning. Today's report
Albuquerque architects vie favorably charged with stealing 6heep. The show that the first news was greatly yard, shade and fruit trees, lawn barn, congratulation arrived from all parts
with 1hosef the foreign draughtsmen complaining witness is a man by the exaggerated, and it is safe to say that etc.; close to car line; will rent for of the world, in many cases accombeautiful and valuable
panied iiv
and it is very likely that the plans of name of Chaves residing at Ranchos the Albtiquerqueans at Cananea are the summer or lease for a year.
gifts.
JOHN M. MOOI'E REALTY CO.
a home man will be acceded. The de Atnsco. He says that two Nava all right.
o
accepted plans will be chosen at the jos, looking very much like the men
TONIGHT1
TONIGHT!
TONIGHT!
Death From Lockjaw
regular meeting of the coun.il to he arrested, attacked his sheep herd in LORDSBURG NOW HAS
Never
injury
an
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
follows
dressed with
TEAM
A
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on
tne
western
part
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Monday evening.
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nerders.
MORTUARY
Ft Bayard, N. M., May 2h, 1906.
( has. Oswald, merblood poisoning,
Deputy Montoya tells a thrilling paring to tackle anything in the play chant, of Hensslaersvllle,
Y., Sealed proposals in triplicate for furN.
tale of the arrest. He and Chaves ing line that may come their way writes: "It cured Setti Burch, of nishing material and constructing
Charles A. Booth.
bought
says
They
have
Liberal.
tne
went to the reservation.
here will be received
Chaves
of the ugliest sore on his Dairy Building
Yester-lamorning about. 11 o'clock, pointed out the man lie wanted, but as new maroon uniforms and the giris this place,
1 ever saw.'' Cures
Cuts, Wounds, until 11 a i June 14, 1906, and then
neck
any
in
say
porare
handsome
for
residence
thev
too
the
his
northern
he placed the first Indian under arat
Information furnished on
and Son s. 2jc, at all drug- opeiixl.
tion f 'he city, Charks A. Booth, rest, a large number of others began thing. The club has laid in a supply Burns
appm h: ion. V. S. reserves the right
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r
needed
balls,
all
gloves,
of
in "he Santa
bans,
former
and
Fe circling around them. Chaves said:
to a i 't or reject any or all pro-paraphernalia with whi to do good
shops, and later an employe of the "We are dead men."
Enfor sale at the
sals or any part thereof
The
baskets
machine shops, ilied of tuberculosis,
"I saw my mistake in trying to ar work. A new ground east of the old Mcintosh Hardware company's store velopes containing proposals ohould
is
been
long
off
had
snulter,
has
and
from which
cleared
been a
lest them on the reservation," said
are indispensable for outing parties. be endorsed. "Proposals for I)airy
coming to Albuquerque for the the deputy sheriff this morning, "and in good shape for the work. The
Building." and addressed to Capt. S.
o
new
!ub
some
years
of his hnJth
four
Can't look well, cat well or feel well J'. Vestal Qmr.
immediately released the Indian for board of directors of the
B.
ago, in company witn his wift
R.
J.
Ross
Leahy.
A.
of
with impure blood feeding your body.
and the time being. We then decided that consists
DINago the ruse of getting the Indians off the and J. S Brown.
A year
oa by, from New Y rk
The club nu mbers Keep the blood pure with Burdock
THE REGULARFIFTY-CENcaptain;
H.
R.
BIckhI Bitters.
his baby daughter died and was bur- reservation by means of offering them are H. J. McGrath,
Eat simply, take exer- NER AT THE ZEIGER RESTAU,
where the money, or telling tbein that we were tate. catcher; F. S. Merkel, pitcher; cise, keep clean ai.d you wi!l have RANT TOMORROW, FROM 12 TO 3
ied in Fairview
P M. THE BEST IN THE CITY.
remains of the tattitr were laid to going to give them some monev V. R. Whitney, first base; Charlie long life.
rest tnis iifternoon at 2:3U o'clock, would be a better plan anil it worked BrinKman; second bar; G. M. Harris,
the funeral services taking place from on both the men we wanted. We third base; Charlie Conner, short
Strong's chapel, conducted by Rev. no sooner got the reds off their reser stop; Henry Brinkman. R. Slot, V
O'Neil, cf the Baptist church. Mr vation than we put them in irons W. Vealey and Elmer Jones, fielders
and Mrs. Edmund E. BootX parents With the Indians in irons, the journey and substitutes. The boys are looking
of the deceased, a well as hie wife, nome was made without difficulty.
for a game and will give a hut rewere with him when li.e end came.
Hot weather is hre too warm to wah and iron. Send your
inoians gave tneir names as ception to any visiting club.
tne
Deceased hail made many friends dur- Juan Chaves and Juan AU'yta. They
Shirt Waists anJ White Dresses to us. We will laundry' them coring bis residence iu this city, who are cow in the county jail.
rectly and will deliver them to you in a nice b-- x they will not be
The picnic baskets for sale at the
extend sympathy to 'he
crushed or wriuKlec. ixoutlc or tloss finish.
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
wife i.nd parents.
TAKE A PLUNGE
are indispensable for outing parties.
Back of Postoffice.
in the
0
Call the Red Wagons.
TAKING-FR- EE
SWIMMING POOL.
The picnic baskets tor ale at the
FOR THE
YOURS
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.
Mclntosn Hardware company's store 504 North First Street. Open Daily
LUNCH AT THE WHITE
r indispensable for' outing parties.
to a. m. to 10 p. m.
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ance.
Our prices are the low eft.

h

Albert Faber
BRUNSWICK
Pool and Billiard Parlor.

l.

107 South Second

Street, Barnett Bldjj.

The Only Fit st Class

I

d

N. M.

00Oe000t0 0OOKOXOOl

h

2'A-ct-

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

0

308-31-

Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

Strictly Up To Date
Straight IS Ball Pool 7

1 --

2c per cue, Pool Se per cue

Billiards 6O0 per hour.'

Max Gussaroff,
FEET

KEEP YOUR

Prop.

COOL WITH

WILLIAMS9 FOOT COMFORT
-

It will reduce swelling and stop the feet from
sweating. No trouble to use. Price 25c.

-

The Williams Drug Co.
THE BLUE FRONT.

Both Telephones.

117

West Railroad Avenue

IF YOU WANT THE
"BEST ON EARTH"
Cigars for tine price asked, make no
delay in trying one or a box of the
White Lily brand., There's a cl?w
fcr you! Inspect the filler and binder.
The White Lily Is delightful as to
aroma, free burning and easy to
smoke, down to the last quarter of
an Itich. If you know of a bettr
gar for the cash, than the WUteLUy,
"show us." Five cents for one; fS
for ox of fifty.

J.

A.

e

113', WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVCNUfc

e

Convenience - Comfort - Security

w

.

$3.25-4.80-

;

The
duties

telephone

makes

the

lighter, the cares

less,

and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
Don't Dispute with a Woman.
D&veeially, df she teUg you to oroer
ck of
'
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Mi&ke 110 excuse, (if you should bit-pthe order), tihat you could no
gnooex
find It, for every flrst-clas- a
handles EMPRESS. You will aJwvy
find good bread, good biscuits, goi
intstry and most Important at mJX.
good cheer to greet you wen yoa
etmie home for your dinner. Try K.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress o
all others.

.

tent-hous-

The telephone preserve your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

e

et

MILE-STON-

m

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

s

CASINO THEATRE
W. M. WORTMAN,

Manager.

time-keepe-

ciif-fere-

em-t-ry-

TO THE LADIES:

grltf-stricke-

Imperial Laundry Co.

The

Stock Co.

Berser-Gros- e
IN

CHARLEY'S AUNT
THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

Three Matinee Races at

SUNDAY

3:30

p.m.

Ther will be an entire cIuiiiko of bill ou Monday and Thursday
of each week during the season. loors open at 8 p. in. Performance
begins at 8:30. .Matinees Saturday and Sunday. Doors opva et l:Jtl
f. m. Performance at 2 o'clock.
Night Prices

15c and 25c.

Matinee Prices.

.. .10a and

15c.
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EVENING
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brought 'round under the tilted left
side, above which reared a long white
aigrette.
A round sailor of Panama straw,
Having a roiling brim In the back,
had bands of narrow black velvet
alH)ut Its brim, nnd a wide lxw of
the same In front, fastened with a
gold buckle; and 'through the front of
the crown were stuck two black quills
having gold centers; and largo black
velvet bows were placed at the back
of the rolling brim, the ends of which
land against the haii.
Red Is so fashionable a color for
outing hats, that one sees many a
shaiK) in this olor.
A stylish example of the red hat was built in
English walking outlines, with the left
side fastened close to the crown with
two wings, showing two shades of
red; red and black cherries were laid
In clusters above the crown, nnd underneath the brim and left side. A
more suitable hat for the seashore
was of rough, but light weight, straw.
In a round sailor, which bad a broad

roses, and Just IxMow where tho crown
ho proen straw brim, was a
Joined
tTniler-nea'ili- ,
band of dark green velvet.
iiinm a bandeau, was a double
tulle,
ruch I nil of white and green
A

DRESSY GOWN

A

PENITENTIARY

1

rs t the ollke of the Sup
until W n'clork a. in., on
June 6th, l'.mi, for furnishing and
iJHIverltiK Ht the New MpxIco I'Kiilten-tlar- y
the Ktippllpfl hereinafter mentioned,
nr ' much thereof as the, Iionnl may
litem surtlelent. l'nyinent for snlil supplies will be made In cash. Delivery of
ill supplies, except perishable, articles,
must be as directed by the Superintend-

ent.
Samples will be required of all articles
marked with an asterisk, and these
should be labeled, showing name of bidder, price, etc., and must be delivered to
the Superintendent not later than V
o'clock on said duy.
All bids must be made strictly in accordance with the conditions on blank
proposals, which will be furnished by the
Superintendent on application; no bid
otherwise made will be entertained. A
bond will lie reuulred from all successful
bidders for the faithful fulfillment of
contracts within ten days after date of
award.
6').0ijo lbs. fresh beef, prime
quality,
necks and shanks excluded.
V).U0) lbs. flour.
10.000 lbs. potatoes.
4.ni)0 lbs. pinto beans.
1.2ii0 lhs. navy beans.
7.I1U0
lbs. granulated sugar.
3,'0 lbs. dry salt bacon.
I.kW lbs. corn meal.
SO cases
roasted coffee.
75 lhs. black pepper.
'
lhs. red ceooer.

porlr

the porta, rive the slcio
while, clear, velrety appearance, anften an!
whiten the haada, and act altogether the part ol Ihe moat expenaiva skin aoapa at a traction of their coit,

FESTAL COAT

also cleanse and

V)
40

bills,

salt.

.

4

fc,

.

2

1

1

1

A dressy little gown for a young
woman is of navy blue ilajuh.
It is
Intended for traveling and street wear.
Over the sh on mors extend lands of
and complete
oriental embroidery,
the yoke, which, is ecru Russian lace.
The 'bodice, as well as the skirt, is
sun plaited. The cape collar is a
combination of the lace and embroidery.
The V girdle 1s a wide, soft one.
fashioned from the silk, and is gathered into a dull, gold buckle. The
elbow sleeves have double flounce
of lace, and for a finish the embroidered ibands.
Smartly turned up in front with a
huge tow of blue rinton is the smart
little hat of coarse blue straw. A
mother of pearl buckle holds It In
place, while Tale blue rosea cross the
back and left side.

The color of .the walking costume
of chiffon Panama Is dove gray, and
the this of country roads and long

motor lours cannot affect It.
The circular eklrt is tucked and
the short pony coat Is partially , fitted
(to fhe figure. The revers from this
(turn lack, and are faced with gray
.calcium Bilk. The edges of these

med--tha-

.are embrlodered with the finest of AFTERNOON VISITING DRESS
eontache foraid, also in gray. The
(lque "waistcoat Is the one
touch, of white, and 1s fastened with
tVill silver buttons.
a.
.'A close fitting little toque In
is "worn well over the head.

Km all

the season to blend two or three
shades of a color In a costume hat.
tbo straw usually corresponding to
the shade of ithe material of the gown.
It wild seem as fhough every 6hape
was fashionable, those tilted at the
Hide, high in the back, while othera
jmve flat brims, and ven those shelving downward. Most of the much
ibent straws are supported on light
wire frames, and, of course, are an
absolute necessity to those of chiffon,
lace or tulle. In trimmings the rose
is the flower of flJwers and the hort
plume holds way among the feathers.
For practical, every day use, one of
tho sailor shapes. In a serviceable
straw, is most durable of anything
are
1 know of. Some of the sailors
trimmed most elaborately, and In
such a way as it be quite unrecognizable a the plainest icf our shapes,
.others again are very simple and
Btffly trimmed, with an eye to utility
.alone. The popular sailor of the
present moment is wide at the left
aide, while the front and back are
about the same width and narrow.
They are all lifted on a bandeau covered wiahj a mass of tulle niching,
which is brought round on the left
side, where the hat is slightly tilted.
off

,

e

striking costume for afternoon
visits is developed from raspberry
Lansdowne, with garniture of Cluny
lace and deep ecru colored taffeta.
The body of the corsage and the
petticoat to the knees are smoothly
fitted, while the full effect necessary
to the foot of the skirt is given by
means of a Spanish flounce. The
woolen fabric is used in this portion
of the gown,
while the elaborate
shoulder effect is acquired by the
silken arrangement.
This has broad
bands of Cluny lace which has been
dyed to the raspberry hue, while deli
cate embroidered lines in black give a
distinction to the deep raspberry
shade.
The black touch is again added in
the velvet rosette set in the front of
the corsage. The buttons are of black
velvet, embroiderer, in brlgljt colors.
The Bailor hat is fashioned from
Leghorn straw, and is entirely covered with narrow frills of embroidery.
A

The crown may be replaced by one
made entirely of flowers or lace, or
the straw crown auay be simply encircled 4y a wreath of flowers, or a
niching of tulle, or a simple band.

Now, the blgh sailor la very unbecoto some faces, and in that case It
la better to choose one of the little
round brimmed sailors, which, when
.effectively trimmed with lace, a quill
.or two., and some flowers, for the sake
.of color, you have Just as stylish a
piece of millinery, and what la of
more Importance a liat that looks
well on you.
A pretty example of the flower-crowsailor waa made over a wire
frame crown, and atraw brim. The
crown was composed wholly of white

ming

n

L

and in the back was placed a wreath
of green silk leaves, while two wings
decorated the top of the hat at the
side. Every bit of these extra trimmings were arranged on wires or silk
tape, and by the aid of a few Jewelled
pins, this woman could have a new
hat In about ten minutes.
Black crin was used for a ruch
tilted shape, and bad a black bow of
velvet far front on the left side, from
which extended a black
plume.
around the back. Around the crown
was nothing but a twist of black vel
vet, caught with a Jet buckle.
Another of these hats was so trim
t
it did not at all give you
bite idea of beln black. True, tne hat
itself was all black, but the crown
was a mass of pansies of the very
shades of purple, red, and,
A stunning coat, for festival oecas-slons- , darkest
yellow, under a drape
an
occasional
Is of Irish crochet.
The large
and at (he
rose is the motif of this lace, and the of black Chantilly lace;plumes,
cover
sides
shicrt
were
three
Is
coat
of ihe cutaway variety. Uandd ing
back and sides, from which
of white linen form the shoulder shot the
aigrettes.
While not a
straps, the belt, and 'hold the sleeves oat yellow
cull wear on all occasIn position. The buttons
are flat ions trat one
weathers, the effect was
mother of pearl, and the gown is of a stylishandin all
and the color
white silk voile, mounted on pale ing such the extreme
that It might be worn with
Hue taffeta.
Pink, white and blue are the tones almost any costume with good taste.
For the hat that must see hard
of the hat. worn with itbis coat. The
it Is letter economy to choose
chip is dyed blue, while white and awear
fine, durable, though
necessar
pink rose3 are scattered
about the ily heavy straw. These notfine straws
crown.
can be so much more easily cleaned
the dust and made to look fresh
brim, which would be a fine shield of
by a little retrimmin? that it
tjr the eyes from the sun's glare on again
to spend ithe extra money In
the water. On tne )ack was a ruohlng pays beginning;
the rough straws look
of silk. Instead of the more perish- the
able tualine, and a twist of silk was very stylish In the first wearing, but
is only a little while before thtir
alout tne crown, ending in a little It
rough surface has accumulated
an
chic bow 1n front, while two broad amount
of dust that Is positively dls- quills at the left side gave the extra
milliner.
decoration, its wearer could feel easy nea.rrening n tnt
hat thv. will give good service
alout even in the midst of threaten- forA the
whole season Is of Milan
ing clouds.
A black hat Is almost Indispensable straw In that peculiar mode shade
to any well arranged wardrobe, and that la so fashionable this summer.
It Is certainly a stand-b- y
for all satrts About the crown was a fold of black
I know a woman who velvet, and a twist of the same drew
of occasions.
has a hat of this description, so con- the brim dose to the crown, out of
flared two black quills. A secstructed that she can easily and whichhat,
a toque, was of black cr n.
quickly change the trimming upon It ond
by ithe taking out or addition of a trimmed with a few chous of black
few pins and extra chous. This hat mousseellne, and two wings.
The best hat may, of course, be a
frame was a rund sailor, bent at the
sides nnil Hack to suit tl'e wearer's more elaborate affair. A turban shape.
The fr.iniu was first covered termed of roses, with two wings ris
ft
with heavy chiffon and over It a fine ing from tihe left side, would be ap
shirred nialine. Underneath was a propriate for most occasions and
ruching of malme covering the ban weathers. A pretty hat, with an Al
deau at the back, and brought 'round pine crown, and uigh, dented brim,
to the left side. About tho low crown whl'e above and black beneath, was
was a mass of black pansies, and a In the hack nothing but a mass ot
from the left white plumes and cigarettes, while the
short black plume fell
perfecaly plain, having
Bide over the bark-- ; this she called front was
her fine weather hat, for such, occas not even a crown band.
ions when she wished to bo smartly
For wear with shirt waists, the
dressed, 'but n"l noticeably po. On smartest model I have seen is of white
another day, when fche wished to at- chip, having folds of black velvet
tend an outdoor affair of some note, above and benath the brim; a round
she substituted for the black pansies shape, something on the nun sailor
some black maline chous, placed order, 1t is raised in the back with
fairly in front, from which shot out two immense bows of black velvet
tn-r- t
lonir white ninnies, and on the ribUin; and around tho crown is a
back, instead of the ruoh, she made
of roses, and their foliage
an exchange icf green maline and roses
with bows of velvet ribof the shade of the old fashioned bon. These liows should have long
cinnamon rose; this she wore with a ends, wihich fall as they will, but
checked voile gown, made over old having so many there Is no vacant
rose silk. Another day, wnen the fog space to be seen.
rolled over the land, she arranged
you
not already done so,
over tho crown a tarn shape of lace it Ifis now have for
you to make ready
time
brim;
over
tne
same
ruch
the
a
and
tf
the hand embroidery hat. All the large
stores, having fancy work departments, are offering sets of these parts
used in their making, but the handy
siil, out of her own pa'terns, could
stamp ne for herself. Kirst, fit the
the frame, and shape it Ho suit your
own tare, then upon the crown mar
out the exact size Inside of which
your
mem must lie; leave enough
cloth at tho sides to gore and tuck
In at th.
ides of the crown; now cut
a double portion of cr;h for tho upper ami under portion of the brim,
b aviiu-- plenty of material for seams
and turning in; whip all edg. s first,
uk your pattern and cover the hat.
A bat:,
(,f ribbon alxtit the crown,
with a great bow at the left side,
ami mi- under the brim will complete
the hat. Or y:u may work a brown
batnl and trim with rosettes, or pompoms, or t.ven with flowers, if you so
pivfi-rbut the simpler the bat the
'tie style.
Catherine MannPayzant.
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Baxter's adjustable "S" wrench
Cues wrench ti In.
Coes wrench, 12 In
1 nlllgator
wrench, No. 4.
1.0"0 lbs. white lead.
1"0 gal. pure linseed oil.
1
bbl. asphaltum
1j gals, turpentine.paint.
3 gals Japan dryer
3 books gold lenf.
1 II).
gilt bronze.
2 quires sand paper
No 0
ui) lbs. oxide
zinc,
1
paint strainer. dry
1
kalsomlne strainer
o,",?
':,r!"lll' greea, dry.
Marseilles green, in oil.
3 pole brushes, best.
1 glass
cutter.
150 lbs. Spanish whiting
15 lbs. glue.
15 lbs. plaster parls.
2 ktilsomine
brushes, best
2 Ins. lump black,
dry
10 Mm.
chrome yellow.
1
1
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Pittsburg
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Batteries Leifleld
Phelps;
and
Thompson, Brown and Grady.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
Sow York
6 11 0
Philadelphia
0 2 1
Batteries Wiltse nnd Bowerman;
Richie, Duggleby and Dooin.
American League.
At Xew York
R. H. E.
Philadelphia
7
7
2
New York
It) 12 2
liatterits
Coakley and Powers;
Chesbro and Kleinow.
At Boston first game
R. H. E.
Washington
ti 0
4
7
0
Boston
0
Batteries Patten and Kittredge;
Harris and Peterson.
Second game
R. H. E.
Washington
8 y 5
Boston
12 13 4
Batteries Sudhoff. Smith and Hay-deGlaze, Young and Armbruster.
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
1
8
4
St. Louis
7
1
2
Detroit
Batteries Jacobson and O'Connor;
Donovan and Pavne.
At Chicago
R. H.E.
2
7
Chicago
2
3 8 2
Cleveland
Alt rock
Batteries
and
Hart;
Rboades and Bemis.
n;

R. H. E.
8 12
2

Mi

4
3

3

ssUt;

R. H.E.

At Des .Moines
Des Moines

1

7

S

14 15 1
Lincoln
Batteries Gisch and Towne; Eyler
and Zinran.
At Sioux City
R. H. E.
4
7 3
Sioux City
,
3 10 4
Omaha
Batteries Jarrott and Hess; Kou- l alik and Gonding.

American Association.
At Kansas City
Kansas City
Minneapolis
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
St. Paul
At Toledo
Toledo
Columbus

inassase treatment and manlcur

Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up
the
siti ami improves the complexion,
and .s guaranteed not to be Injurl
'-

The Oldsmoblle
8
Palace Touring Car, Model S, Is chaiukss (shaft driven)
h. p.. 100-lwheel base, 4 vertical water-coole- d
cylinders, weighs "juo lbs., price $:'2ju.()i).
It Is made along the lines of the most approved European practice and in size, workmanship, power and
practical features equals cars Belling from $)uo(uhi to fH.'jiMi.uu.
Nowhere can you purchase a car for this pri' that will give tho Kcrvico that you require. It will climb
bills; go through sand, mud and over nil road conditions, as it lias a tiemeudous power and a wide range of
epoej without changing gears.
Write us at once for cataloguo and let us help ytm arrange to see this car, on which we can make Immediate delivery.
Write us for agency proposition in territory uot already assigned.
Four-Cyllnd-

20-2-

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing, Mfch.
IWIaM
IlllllimiHIII II
WII11IU
H,

''UTMBa'

B

u.

5
3
7

2
2

0

semi-annuall-

she also prepares a hair tonic
c ues and prevents dandruff and
'"'t
" r t.r.ing out; restores life to dead
remove moles, warts and su-- I
' t'liiuis hair. Also a face powder,
f:'i ;,:v.
ure and pimple cure and pile
''''f" All of these preparations are
vegetable compounds. Have
Just ai'drd a vibrator
machine for
tfoa tii.nt of scalp, face and cure of
wrinl
It la also used for rhcumav
paiug and massage.
'
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'
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Price

1

Free Trial.

Barest anil Uuickeat Cure for all
THROAT and LUKO TROUB-Uor MONEY BACK.
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60c 4 $1.00

OLDS

1

1

New Discovery
OUGHSand

1

1

Dr. King's
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PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
Building Bonds" and addressed to the
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,1
will be received at the office of the
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., until 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1906, for
an issue of thirty thousand (130,000)
dollars of city building londs of the
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A cert!
fled check for one thousand ($1,000)
dollars must accompany each bid,
said sum to be forfeited to the city,
as liquidated damages, by the bidder
in case of failure ot performance by
him if his bid Is accepted.
Said city building bonds are to be
Issued In the denomination of one
thousand (J1.000) dollars each, are
to bear Interest at a rate not to ex
ceed four (4) per cent per annum,
and are to be sold at not less than
their par value. Bath principal and
Interest are to be laid in New Y irk
city and tho interest is to be payable
on the first days of Jan
uary and July of each year.
Said bonds or to be payable at the
option of the city, twenty (20) years
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
years after date. The right Is re
served to reject any and all bids.
For further Information, address
Harry P. Ixe, City Clerk, Albuquer

and

S

1

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No que, N. M.
By order of the cltv council.
We
Railroad avenue, is pre
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
pared to give thorough scalp treat
May 2. 11)06.
nil m, i;o hair dressing, treat corns
bunions and Ingrowing nail3.
She
I'11--

3

)

Western League,
At Puebl-oPueblo
Denver
Batteries Stimmel and
and Weigardr,

20;i

glv--

?zjraeT-

.,

13
8

$ in

1

1

National League.
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
Boston . .
o 4 4
Brooklyn
5 10 0
Batteries Llndaman, Witherup and
Needham; Stricken and Bergen.
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
St. Louis

u

1

5o'.

Free sample and illustrated booklet for dealer's name and 3c in stamps.
Address faufc Coast Bora Co, Chicago, 111.

ieo

cases soan. laumlrv.
bids, vinegar.
lmi lbs. red chile, ground.
ti cases canned corn.
ti cases California
fruits, assorted.
1.5U0 lhs. hominy.
5 bbls, syrup.
l.m
lbs. oatflakes.
'!VI lbs. rice.
v";xnnbrS!:
lhs. dried currants.
Ur
i;"U lbs, prunes.
2 gal'.aVdr oli:rmllU,Jn reJ'
70 lbs. tea,
boxes.
20 gal, gloss oil.
fl
cases tomatoes,
2 gal.
Las Cruces.
Interior varnish.
IS pint bottles vanilla extract.
25o lbs. oil putty.
IS pint bottles lemon extract.
2 putty knives.
2, 000 lbs. lard compound,
2 spatulas. 3 In.
cans.
case salmon.
10 lbs. chalk
line.
JjO lbs. raisins.
6 wall brushes, 3 In.
2.4-lbs. boloirna sausaare.
6 Wall brushes, 4 in.
1.0m) lbs. butterine.
12 sash tools, round long
bristle
5'!o lbs. macaroni.
12 btches. iong bristle.
120 lbs. cheese.
15 sheets lithograph boajriis.
lm) pkgs. Jello.
i quarts liquid glue.
loo lbs. powitnrvtd acinar
14 pes. glass
3xl4.
1
loo lbs. table salt.
PC. glass 37x.
2m) lbs. breafest bacon.
la pes. glass :ixlt.
loo lbs. lima beans.
2 pes. glass 12x20.
25 lbs. bar r)"olw.te.
3o pes. glass 32x16.
25 Ids. shredded
2 pes. glass lMxlti.
cocoanut.
3 cases crackers, t'ltv Soda's,
3 pen. glass 12x20.
13 pes. glass 12x3.
1 casu Cream of Wheat.
10 pes.
1 case of tapioca.
I s.
glass 12x30.
1 case catsup.
10 pes. glass 1UX28.
17 pes. glass 14x18.
M lbs. ginger 6's.
L00 lbs. mustard.
- pes. glass 12x24.
58 pes. glass 151x20.
2 cases Greenwich
lye l's.
Sou lbs. sal soda, bulk.
0 pes. glass 15x22.
o8 pes. glass 12x1.
2 boxes candles 6 s.
1 PC glass 16x50.
5 cases matches.
1 pc. glass
t gross house brooms.
33x40.
1 pc. glass 12x33.
1 doz. Mtable brooms.
67
pes. glass 16x56.
peas.
5u0 lbs. dried
2 pes. glass 16x40.
oz.
&Hi lbs. Dunes smoking tobacco, 3
1 pc. glass 25x40
40 butts chewing
tobacco.
1 pc. glass 36x54.
3 gross Japunned shoe buckles.
2 pes. glass 33 x 45.
4 bottles
burnish blacking (.Lynns).
20.01H1
l.ftJO eyelet hooks.
lbs. oats.
70.0110 lbs. alfalfa.
5,000 eyelets (J. & N. large).
lO.im) lbs. chopped feed.
1 doz. hafts, sewing common.
1 doz. hafts, leather top peg.
3.0"0 lbs. bran.
6.000 lbs. betiding.
IS lbs.
wire clinching nails.
75 pes. soft pine 2x8x12.
S wire clinching nails.
13 lbs.
75 pes. soft 2x(ixl2.
15 lbs.
Iron heel naiis.
15 pes. soft nine 2x1212
9 lbs.
iron heel nails.
25 lbs.
l.ooo feet
1x10x12.
iron heel nails.
sort pine, board
2 boxes Singer machine needles, Xo.C
measure.
600
2
No. 5.
feet Ix12x1i'
ofr pine, board
1 box
No. 2 Singer machine needles, measure
000 teet 1x12x12,
No. 29.
pine, full stock.
soft
5 doz.
sewing machine eil.
1.0.. feet white pine 1x12x16.
600 feet white pine 1x10x16.
1 oil stone, 1 side round, medium.
500 feet white pine lxlxl6.
1 pair No. 5 pinchers
(.Tlmmons).
1 quire sand paper No. 2.
50 feet white pine 2x6x16.
soo feet oak lxloxl2.
3 shank lasters (Keystone).
10 lbs. No. 1 lasting tacks.
2') feet oak 1x4x12.
48 pes. oak 2xUx2 ft. 8 In. long.
8 lbs. No. 2 lasting tacks.
500 feet flooring, Oregon pine, 1x6x14.
2 boxes Meyers shoe thread.
50 feet drill steel.
40 sides heavy wax kip.
8
In. 12 ft. lengths.
28 feet drill steel 1 In.
9 sides light wax kip.
12 feet
4 sides heavy No. 1 Oakwood harness
2
In. pipe.
56 feet
In. round iron.
leather.
ft. lengths.
tioo lbs. (by the side)
heavy No. 1 50 feet steel for repointing Itpicks.
5 doz. shovels,
oakwood sole lather.
long handle
2 pinch bars.
20 doz. spools No. 24 black thread.
6 axea.
20 doz. spools No. Jo black thread.
3 grubbing
20 doz. spools No. 24 white thread.
hoes.
50o lbs. black powder.
20 do, spools No. 3U white thread.
600 lbs. giant powder.
3 doz. spools No. S white thread.
2.000 feet fuse.
3 doz spools No. 8 black thread.
6 boxes caps.
1 pk.
No. 7 Domestic dewing machine
4 doz. pick handles.
needles.
1 doz.
5 pkg s. Sharps hand needles, 1 to 5.
drill hammer handles.
25 attaching plugs.
5 pkg s. Sharps hand needles. No. 4.
5 lbs. Mans, ,n tape.
1"0 yards cloth,
prisoner's uniform,
Ion incandescent
lamps. Hi) volt 8 c. p.
dark blue woolen, 54 Inches wide.
yards cloth, blue gray, woolen 54 75 Incandescent lamps, 110 volt 16 c. p.
25 Incandescent
110 volt 32 C p.
inch wide.
lamps,
11).
1
bio yards denim, amoskrog preferred.
Ac. carbolic cryst.
2 lbs. Ac. boracic.
'.'mi yards drilling.
lb. Ac. tea unit
5to yards Canton flannel.
I lb. Amnion, chloride.
1.25" yards winning. Hamilton
stripes.
1
.""0 yards toweling.
lb. Amnion, carb.
1 lb.
5n yards red flannel.
bromide potass.
1 Hi. bromide
sodi.
lii yards sheeting.
iii,i yards lining.
lb. bismuth sub. ML
1
5 gross cotton socks.
lb. cerium oxalate.
1 lb. cupra.
12 gm.s puma
sulph.
buttons, large.,
1
12 gross
lb. dovcrs powder.
pants buttons, small.
1 lb.
.I gross
coat buttons.
mustard powd.
JO gro.ss shirt buttons.
lb. talcum powd.
; gross
lo lbs. maguesil sulph.
drawer buttons.
1 lb.
3n lbs.
pot. et sodli tart.
bolts, carriage
1 lb. pot. chlor.
20 lbs. bolts, carriage
1 lb. pot. lodii.
15 lbs. bolts, carriage
1 lb. arnica fl. ex.
lbs. bolts, tire
1 lb.
10 lbs. borax.
belladonna fl. ex
1 lb. tolu fl. ex.
10 lbs. brass polish,
3 lbs. wild cherry fl. ex.
t! brass
steam cocks, 1 in.
6 pts. cascara sag. fl. ex.
ti brass steam cocks,
in,
B pts.
pr, calipers ti in.
trtfolium co. fl. ex.
1 pt. licorice fl. ex.
1 closet bowl with seat attachment.
1 pt. mix vomica,
1 doz.
curry combs.
1
pt. oxll camph. co.
2 sets collar pads 24's .
1,(KJ tablets, neuralgic headache.
7 sets collar pads 23's.
1 (V
50 feet
4
tablets neitsin. liismui ., on, t,ai
In. drill Bteel.
coal.
l'"i feet
In. drill steel.
60O tablets pot. permanganese
1'JO feet 1 in. drill steel.
gr. V.
1 roll oiled silk.
4 drills
shank & 8 bit.
1
In.
4 drills
adhesive
roll
plaster.
I
bit.
shank and
1 roll 4 In. adhesive
3 drills
plaster.
shank and 4 bit.
1 roll
In. adhesive plaster.
ti flat smooth files 16 In.
4 rolls belladonna
plasters.
6 flat smooth tiles 8 in.
6 rolls mustard plasters.
12 bastard flat tiles 16 In.
3 gal. alcohol.
6 half round tiles 16 In.
1 doz. 3 In. bandages.
6 half round tiles 14 in.
1 doz. 2 in. bandages.
6 5 8 round tiles 16 In.
1 doz. 1 In. bandages.
6 three cornered files 12 In.
1 doz
In. bandages.
12 three square saw tiles 6 in.
1 gal. euthyinol.
6 three square saw flies 4 In.
8 oz. quinine sulph.
6 three square saw files 3 In.
1 gal. witch hazel.
6 three square saw files S in.
1 lh. ichthyol.
f double cut wood flies 14 In.
1 lb. creosote,
6 doz. shovel handles, long.
Beechwood.
20 lbs. vaseline.
3 doz. sledge hammer handles.
1 gal. glycerine.
1 doz.
pick handles.
1 lb. sodil phosphate.
1 horse shoeing
hammer.
1 lb. sulphur.
1 carpenters hammer.
1 lb.
1
lb. pepsin asceptlc
1 hatchet, 4 In. blade.
2 gals. nq. nmmonla.
1
doz. horse brushes.
10 lbs. absorbent cotton.
6 hack saw blades 12 In.
1 oz. silver
1KI feet
nitrate stick.
In. garden hose.
R v .ise menders
l.(io capsules No. 09.
in.
l.ooo cupsues No. 1.
12 hose clamps,
In.
l.ooo capsules No. 3.
16 hose clamps.
In.
3 lbs. huebu and Juniper fl. ex.
12 Hteam hose coitplintra
in.
11
lbs. saline laxative,
"50 feet
in. steam hose.
t Ins. chloroform.
25 lbs. horse hoe nails No. 9.
1 lb.
ether.
11m.
25
horse shoe nails No. P.
1 I lb
plumb, ac.
25 lbs. horse shoe nails No. 6.
I pti stllllngia Co. fl. ex.
1 keg No. 6 horse shoes.
1 pt. farsaparllla fl. ex.
keir No. 3 horse shoes.
1 gal. ellxr. saw palmetto Co.
2 kegs No. 5 horse shoes.
1 gal. ellxr. tonga Co.
2 kegs No. 4 horse shis?.
1 oz. Ol.
1 keg No. 2 horse shoes.
anise.
1
gal, Ol. rieine.
1 keg No. 1 horse shoes.
2 gal. til. cod liver.
2 kegs No. 6 mule shoes.
2 oz. Ol. cloves.
2 kegs No. 5 mule shoes.
1 oz. Ot. cajuput.
2 kegs No. 4 mule shis.
1
50 feet Norway iron
in.
oz. ( (I. lavender.
50 feet Norway iron
in.
oz. tl. wlnlergroen.
1
in.
25 feet Norway iron
oz. ul. mustard.
2 gal. ( 1. cotton seed.
50 fet Norway Iron
in.
5'i tnblets codeine sulph. gr.
25 feet Norway
in.
Iron
100 tablet
25 feet Norway
ei.eitli.a kt.
It
In.
Iron
100 tablets 11 morp. and atrop
5u feet Norway Iron
(llypo- In.
dermic).
25 feet Norway
In.
iron
oho tablets strvrhnlne sulph
pr.
feet flat Iron
ti
500 tablets strphanth Co. 1'.
)
25 feet Hat Iron
Ax Co.
50 feet flat iron
l.ooo tablets nitroglycerine
Co.
5 doz. Seeds tlry plates No. 27. 4x5.
25 feet
2 bunilbs gal. Iron No. 27. 3fix.
a io. nvposuipnite or soon.
2
gross knives and 2 gross forks
lb. sulphite of soda.
15 grains gold chloride.
IsieeW handle and blade one solid piece.
lawn niiiwer, hand, large size.
lb. acid pvrogalllc.
1 tll.ltA l. .1.1... rU
6 carpenters' mallets, length 5 In.
20 lbs. blank nuts
The Hoard of New Mexico l'eniti ntlary
In.
20 lbs. blank mils
In.
Commlssloners reserves the right to re- 15 lbs
joci nny nnd nil bids.
In.
blank nuts
I nozzle,
In submitting bids for above supplies
In.
bldib rs should write plainly on envelope
Iki feet pick steel
6 In.
pipe
i. e. combination.
the following'Hltls for sun, lies for
plumber s gasoline stove.
New Mexico Penitentiary." with name
pr. pliers, combination wire cutting or names of bidder or bidders, to avoid
2 doz.
K It.
the opening of same by mistake.
liv order of the Iti.ard of New Mexico
irrug tted planes, carpenters
,1,
pencils,
carpenters'
lVnitent iarv Commissioners.
4n f. . t wrought
In.
Iron pipe
AKTIll'K TKKT.FOHD.
40 feet wroii'lu
Iron pipe
fiiinArli.1,., ,1
fi'l feel wrought
Iron pipe
may
ne sent scparatdv
atopics
Ha f. et wrought
Iron pipe
numuerea,
ana
niarKiHi
to the S'lpcrln- 40 feet wrought
Iron pipe 2.
tendont.
60 feet wrought Iron pipe 2
1 doz
horse shoe rasps. 16 In
Don't use harsh physics. The reae- 6 half round wood rasps. 14 In.
6 quarter round files 6 In.
tiou weakens tho bowels, leals to
4 brass bound rules 2 ft.
cbronlc contnitpation.
Got Dean's
wagon without beO 4 In. tire.
Ui'Kulets.
They optvrate eas-ilySun feet rope
In.
tone
D feet rope
In.
the stomach, cure constipation.
2

All dealers.

2. 1906.

II". solder, half imrt hall, tinner.
j screws No. 11 1 4 1U.
gloss wooil
v.
1 u oss n,,,,.i
K'..'n'. ,
"
.O.
''"ss w
J
s. rews js,,,
gross wood screws No. ;t 3.4.
I gloss
wood
No. la.
1
rot wood Screws
screw h No In .'
t
mil klaer s trowel, iK.is.-i2 boxes lm
XXX plate v.
j"
rope.
i I'et'. '."""'i8 d"'"'lB
,
singi...
r'yj
i .l iz tame spoons, heavy
wagon longu-- s.
6 in i K yokes.
single tree.
ti from huuiuls.
6 hliai hounds.
wsipin me shrinker.
12 wagon skeins,
steel, 3
12 wagon skeins,
lift
steel. 3
- doz. shovels, long handled
doz. shovels, shoit hauule.
doz. c,ii Bhovels.
2' lbs. wrought
iron washers,
i
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers l
M lbs. wrought Iron washers
'
20 lbs. wrought iron
washers
fWiV Wr"u(,'t Iron washer
wrencn, open, 6 in.
I "ill"""
Beamis & Calls wrench, common,
10 in.
Ufamls & Calls wrench, common.
I

BORAX

20-Mule-Te- am

JUNE

gloss
.)
1

N. M., May II. ISO.
Pi uIph prnpnaHla will b roceH-pty the
liourl of Nf- M"Xb'n IVnltentlnry

the hair soft, fluffy and beautiful

Use only

BIDS

Pantu Fe,

Shampoo with a pure white
soap and hot water in which a
tablespoonful of
Borax is dissolved, rub vigorously, and rinse the hair thoroughly with a spray of clear,
cold water. Dry carefully with
hot towels (see cuts).
This treatment will cleanse
the scalp, prevent dandruff,
allay any itching or irritation,
heal scalp soreness and make

It will

MOTORING

SATURDAY.

How to Have
Beautiful Hair

YORK FASHION LETTER

Now York, Juno 2. To nave soon
I ho crowd thM was buying hats at
Haalrr, yon would have supios(l that
he wholo 'ily was Mipiiliert; but no
over
HHimr was tho teastor wee-ttian the milliner at. otiro aiivortisi'ii
UjKM-in- l
After Raster Inhibitions."
Tbi fart Is that, today the demands
mule jiMn women rognnling; her
alrws, make the latter more and more
Slavish 1n e:;endJtire. amount and
.tjwtfHy. There must In a dress for
ocrnnlons and wl'h nearly every
.tress there must be a bat to match.
Kron he woman with few smial
upon her. finds she ha.4 need
of two or more Tints in a sin son and
o tho woman in 'business Ihe putting
on and off of a hat four or five limes
a Any, with the
wear through all
wealhers ihe rain whlrh crushes and
Jhe sun which fades two hats will
hardly suffice for even l.iisiness wear.
The favorite straws are tho crins, Ininstnbles, IegMi tuns, Tuscans.
horns nnd the hairKraids, which may
be had in all lao fashionable colors,
oon In dress goois- and it U a fad
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"DOWN ALONG THE

jl. D. Emmonsurniture
vfvyy'

V

CARNIVAL

Man

Every business man shouU investigate the Ver
tical Filing System for letters documents etc.

IJfn
n
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This Strong:

PIKE"

Guarantee

OF THE BIG PATTERSON & BRAIN- COMPANY
AT
ERD CARNIVAL

Ixis Angeles, Cal., May IS,

LEAVENWORTH.

WITH EVERY VEHK
CLE WE SELL,
Any part fatting hji
mtns of defectrr
material or worVmaa-- i
will be made poo4
without expense tot
owner, Irrespective) eti
time ot service. Tfcta .
fully protects you as to quality. As to prices, you can't beat ours on
'
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with'
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, np-holsUring, trimming and painting. King up, "write or call.

1906.

Schwrntkor, Manager Pacific
Mutual Lite Insurance Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Iear Sir I am instructed to advise
you that the company's vaults in Sea
Francisco have been opened, and also
tie vault containing the securities,
and all records and securities are
found to be absolutely Intact and uninjured. Yours very truly,
A. W. MORGAN.
(Signeoj
Assistant Secretary.
F.

The territorial fair hits thrown ourt
its drag net and all are In hopes of

H.

capturing as street features at the
fall fair the big Patterson & Hrain-er- d
Carnival company now filling a
s-- i
engagement at Leavenworth,
week's
J
H
1
and
i3
greatest
the
j
I
Yesterday's Citizen contained
Kansas.
5
LO '
ft
I1
1
device of the
III
I
some extracts of "Down Along the
kind evtr lnventcJ- B
C.
Pike" of the company at Leaven worth
1
1
see it it write
and in addition, the following
anJ
Call
0f"Jrz2i'
are clipped, also from the
-V,
c?""" y
fit particulars.
Jr
Times of that city:
Down Along the Pike.
Those who were on the Pike WedCORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERA9 AVENUE.
nesday night saw the greatest crowd
whieh has visited that particularly
tnTH PHnr.s
STREET
fast moving portion of the city since
CORNER COAL AVENUFJ AND SOUTH SECOND
I'atterson k Brainerd company moved
their features to Leavenworth. It was
Machine Works
Albuquerque Foundry.-an- d
the biggeat night the Pike has known,
M
Wednesday
opening
Almost
from
the
THIS CHANCE TO SE
HALL,
Proprietor
R.
P.
afternoon at 1 o'clock the crowds beIron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; lhafllai.
gan to smash previous records and it
Pulleys,
Bars,
Grade
Metal; Columns and Iron FroaU tat
Babbit
was freely stated
that If Friday
CURE BARGAINS IN
Buildings.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
brought anything worse than Wed-- 1
Rapalra on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m mpaalalty
I
nesday the Pike would have to retire
AND TRANS V Foundry east tide of railroad track.
LIVERY,
Albsqaert.se, W. M.
SALE,
FEED
things
subside.
lot
business
to
from
the
kFER STABLES.
mH A R N E s 8
The London Ghost show has been new account
attracting considerable attention the a private account. He already had Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
SADDLES
1
changed.
last couple of days. It was one of
BRIDLES
an account for his store business, BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJITY
the features not opened the first night,
Second Street, between Railroad and
but it, has been making up for lost
L P ROBES
but he wanted a separate account
Copper Avenue.
time ever since. The show Is clean
bo he could tell every detail of his
and good.
AND ETC
ELITE CAFE
The alligator man, said to have been
personal transaction, and at the
General BollcHng SoppUes
found In the Amazon river swamps, is
same time keep them separate
a strange creation and la perfectly
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
ot goods
natural. He is an ordinary low speBy keeping a separate account, WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
We are offering gome very special prices on this line
to
toe
man
from
buy.
cies of
head
you
covered
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before
the merchant has a complete rec
with large hard scales about which
nothing
or
unbe
artificial
there is
CO.
ord of every cent he receives and
lievable. The cry of the ballyho man
spends outside of his regular bust
specimen
got
is that the
the scales
CLEANING
STEAM
CARPET
from eating the raw flesh of the alliness.
ON
THORNTON Tha Claantr 4
gators and fish of the Amazon.
He keeps all checks on file and
rate of pay will be $2 per day and Whether it is not more likely that the
Cleans everything.
He Is the a
Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Bikers,
$15
Moving, pack- - a
month for board. The com- phenomenon is due to a disease is deFurniture Man.
can refer to them at any time. In
pany has fitted tip some coacnes in batable, but immaterial.
Ing and shipping, unpacking and T
Hay Presses & Farm Machbry
first- class shape, with library, bathaddition to this, he has a receipt
setting up, and is no upstart tit V
The Spider woman is another freak
room, with hot and cold water, din- - of
no
business.
There
other
is
the
Pike. The thing one sees In
forevery bill paid. Each check is
Ing car, and everything for comfort. the the
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones. 9
show is an immense spider with
an Indisputable receipt.
Let it le known that the company the head of a rather good looking wo737 South Walter Street
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
wishes to receive applications from man. The teeth and tongue of the
young men of strong physique, good human being are evident and the eyes
moral habits, energetic, with common are too expressive and mobile to be THE BANK OF COMMERCE
school education, and who are not
MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
to a creature of the kind
NEW
cigarette fiends. Young men off farms natural
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
wherefore a grave doubt. But no matin
the
developments
The latest'
are preferred.
BRUSHES.
optical
woman
an
Spider
if
is
Ln i V
ter
the
of
the
proposed construction
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
delusion it is so clever that one does
railway go to show that PROMINENT EDUCATOR NOW
Dusters. Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
not want to miss it and does not rewhen completed as projected, It will
gret having seen it. One looks in- General Merchandise and Real Estate metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
he the longest railway system in the
TRAMP
A DRUNKEN
stops leaks. C&ea paid for Hides and
tently for some betrayal of the truth
world.
For Sale.
Pelts.
if there is a hidden itruth, but finds
AVENUE.
RAILROAD
408 WEST
OF
AN UN none.
The woman was interesting
City Passenger Agent Morrison, of SAD LIFE STORY
FOR
General
merchandise
SALE
FORTUNATE NOW AT PROE- - and deluding enough to make women
the Santa Fe( at El Paso, reports the
cheap
estate,
for
cash.
and real
NIX, ARIZONA.
THIRD STREET
at the show ask on what it lived and
prospect for summer tourist business
WE FILL
mile
how it was kent.
The storv con- - FOR SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
loth in and out of El Paso as exAlbuquerque;
city
south of the
of
Martin Ramsey was sentenced to,nected iti tne gpi,ier woman is that
tremely bright, as he is daily receiviPRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
suitable for aristocratic country
ng: requests from pec pie living in ter thirty iays in jail by juuse joiiii- - tne human mother was bitten by a
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEgeneral
homes and for truck or
ritory tributary to El Paso for litera stone but the committment was not hllpe splder eome months before the
At Consistent
farming; plenty of well water to be All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
NUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
the accused being given birth of the odious offspring.
ture describing the Santa Fe summer; issued
Steam Sausage Factory.
twenty-fcu- r
had at from ten to forty feet.
hours to get out of the
COMMERCE.
two minstrel shows of the Pike, FIFTEEN-ACRresorts.
The
Prices
m
ranch, about three
county, saya the Phoenix Gazette.
0 m
"The Honolulu Ministrels" and Grace
KLEINWORT.
EMIL
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
D. K. Parker, engineer in charge of
This is an interesting case. Ram- Castle's "Girl Minstrels" are clean and
Building, North Third Street.
two ditefhes; best irrigating condi Masonic
an extensive change of line on Hhe sey ig a post graduate of John Hop- amusing.
The Honolulu minstrels
OCOOCXOXXXXXXXDCKXXXXXXXXI
tions; raise anything; best soil in
Mexican Central, near Paras, return- kins university and oi other colleges are real colored people and the- - put
the valley.
ed to Monterey for a few days' visit. and has been on the faculty of at on the cleverest sort of an exhibition,
Wootton & Myer,
The line near Paras has been straight- least two prominent colleges in the Impersonating old time darkies and THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees tor
CELEBRATED
THE
transplanting.
ened out and shortened over lKi me- country. He speaks five or six lan- singing plantation songs most excelters in a distance of two kilometers. guages and was a man full of lently. The girl minstrels are all LOTS in different parts of the city.
Will sell cheap on monthly payment
A very dangerous curve has leen elim- promise with success at his com- young women very young and they
If you think that a wind- - .
plan.
inated, and now trains from and to mand when he began using whiskey do clever minstrel stunts before large
mill will not furnish you
Special Record Breaking Offer.
Tampico can pass this ipoint with a. for a stimulant on account of over- - crowds all night. One little girl the
with water, take a look
AND RENTALS
TWO LOTS, one big store wltn full
much greater degree of safety. A work. He formed the habit and soon least of itheni all is almost a child.
at my residence, at 612
stock of general merchandise; two
large rock cut is also being blast- - came to a stage where he drank not
Rosa Lee and Faustina in serpenalso
Bnodway,
and
South
extra rooms in store; large back
but tine and fire dancing, posing and iled. which when completed will allow just enough for a stimulant
Ranches and Farms
the two houses at the coryard; barn, and wagon shed;
of a further straightening of the road enough to injure instead of benefit lustrated songs have been drawing
and
avenue
Coal
ner
of
himself.
house adjoining the store.
up11
bed.
Fnr 1h lipnntv of th rrfnr- Arnold street. They are
Correspondence Solicited
His downfall was rapid and he is mance they have anvthing else on the
Will sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
Bottled In Bond.
all supplied by a
123 S. Third St
now in the gutter. He has occupied pjke over .a
PECULIAR ACCIDFNT
deInformation
Prices
other
and
water
pumping
irrei
the
mill,
M.
ALBUQUERQUE
TO SECTION FOREMAN. the drunk cell in the Maricopa coun-- j
sired made known on applkiation in
,ne
of
8tadium
maln
xhe
attraction
seventy-fivfeet.
TonoA section foreman from the
ty jail several times and Is evidently
.
..
person or writing to owner.
OOCOOCOOC)
railroad was takra
pah
Dey0nd recall. He is just a com-- wltn
RUB8euV leap.
JldewaUT hospital
The
at Los An- - moa tramp and drunkard. There are tv.voi,i
tL
to the
71,1,
-- wu
y- &
uunpc
,.
Distillers.
.uu
...
n
,
T.V.
In
lninri.il
n
ttinfk.
hum
V.vlno
t,;n.-(-WHO
"
ill
...j..
JllWflilA
hliew
iiaiiiio
cially interesting and attractive.
KY.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATH,
FRANKFORT.
ing manner, while operating a nana sey in nl3 halcyon days and there is
923 So. Second St.
LOANS.
car. The car was being propelled with no doubt about
story of nis
If you want results in advertising
Automatic phone 451.
great speed when Ithe foreman's foot earlier life.
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
10, N. T. Armljo Buildtas.
slipped, and he fell to the floor of the
MELINI & EAKIN
General Repair Shop.gaso Room
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
car directly beneath the operating
packed1
crated;
and
Furniture
handle. The handle rose and fell with
Sole Agents.
(Homestead Entry' No. 5956.)
linn nmi pas Rtoven renaired.
rapidity, each time striking the sec- Department
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
Whiskies
Finest
Ofof
Interior,
the
Land
Next to Walton's drug store, Sout'J
tion foreman on the head and shouldAutomatic Phone, 199.
fice at Santa Fe. N. M., May 12,
Third street.
ers. For three miles the car rushed
UP TO DATE SIGNS
1906.
Wines, Brandies, Etc.
along until finally stopped by secNotice is hereby given that the foltion hands who were horrified at the lowing
BARNETT,
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
isettler has filed no20S WEST SILVER AVE.
sight of the prostrate, foreman, who tice of named
Intention to make final
SAMPLE A NO
PIONEER BAKERY
was frightful cut and bruised about proof in hissupport
Sons
W.
Strong's
0.
of
his
claim,
and
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
West Railroad Avenoe
CLUB ROOMS
the face. The injured man was un- that said proof will be made before
(Successor .to Balling Bros.)
conscious when rescued. He will the probate
STRONG BLOCK.
clerk
at Albuquerque,
riRB
probably lose the sight, of one eye.
Now Mexico, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
INSURANCE.
M.
John
Gunn,
Lacuna,
Secretary Mutual Building
of
Valencia
OPERATION ON EYES
We desire patronage and we guartlon. Office at 217 West BaDitsI
CAUSES PARALYSIS, county, N. M., for the north half of.
antee first class baking.
avenue.
As the result of having bis eyes tne northeast quarter of section 26,;
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
ttraiirhtenp.t l.v nn nneration perform- - township 7 north, range 6 west.
m
arm
.
following
names
He
tight
Most
for
comblntd nmr and distant
the
the ordl
witnesses
hv Tir Minnev. Tr . of Toneka.
Uniil told ara dlffarant-M. DRAG0IE
TOTI A OR API
klnd-O- urt
Wa
grind Ibam ourttlvt to order, la m
James Peacock for some time past! to prove his continuous residence
and
.upon
Falrview
Nothing
Superintendents
to
form.
apart
tight.
or
braak
tba
Intarfara with
and cultivation or said land,!
Dealer In
tolld
nicht car clerk at the local Santa Fe
in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Dealers
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
riffitx in in tho Snnta Fe hosnlial at.v'z-- :
Grain and Fuel.
Kenneth
C.
C.
Gunn, E. B. MiUett,
Las Vegas, completely paralyzed.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
MONUMENTS
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacc
when he Grge H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
Manufactured by
Peacock was cross-eyeand Cigars. Place your orders for
mguna.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
i
of-ii
New Mexico.
first Degan working at the kx al
us.
line
with
this
N. Second St., Both Phones.
300 North Broadway, corner of "Wamta-ingto- n
MANUEL R. OTERO,
fices as cal bay. His diligence as ai
avenue, Albuquerque, 14. H.
Register. 1 1S West tiuld Ave.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
call boy soon secured for him a desk
Albuquerque's exclusive Optician 213
in the offices, but the work on books
reading figures ten hours a day, soon
began telling on his eyes. They were
r ' ""
so crossed that one was used more,
-tJ'
""
' '"tw
"'
.fcK-- i.
"'"t
firn-SSSS. V Tr.
mESSS.
than the other, and the overworked
j
ad-optic U'gan t fade. A doctor
vised him to have them straightened.
The operation was successful, as far
as straightening the eyes, but imme
diately after the operation, one side
of his face began to twitch and the
features became drawn and expressionless. The disease slowly spread
over the whole face, and ytsterday it
rendered the limbs useless. As he
was a main line employe he was
taken to the Las Vegas l;os;ital this
morning on train No. 2.
ff
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Albuquerque Carriage Co

opened a
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
SCREEN. DOORS

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

FIGURE WITH U&
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RAILROAD

f

TOPICS

J. KORBER

& CO.,

XXXXXXXXXX
Thos. F. Keleher

A.

i

Bratina

B. RUPPE

Meat Market

j

E

Real Estate

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

12-fo-

t

r,

1

in-rj- ,i

e

.r

A.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Bratina

A. D. JOHNSON

RANKIN

CO.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

7

The St. Elmo

t20

11

fry

d

A. Lucero

A. E. WALKER,

THE DIFFERENCE

UNDERTAKERS

REFORM BiFOCULS
BERBER OPTICAL CO.,

201-21- 1

215-21-

v$

"""

SES.

.

J-

M

Vf
ILa lEB EST 9 Mo
tl
The Ftittjre Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ot The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
Located on the Belen Cut-o-

S IBS

THE KIND OF MAN

FOR RAILROAD FORtMAN.
The Soutuern Pacific wants good
young men, not the kind who sip

cigarettes, and it
wants them badly. So much is it in
need of them that it will educate
hem up to the positions they are to
till, and will pay them while teaching
tht-'n- i
The railroad company finds
Itself in ne-- d o section foremen. For
years the imiiortant section work of
been d ne by gangs
the railroads has
and Greeks,
of Japanese. Cnln-.speons from Mexico, and the like, under cajiitble foremen, but from the
not
ranks of this kind of help it is forepossible to select material for
men. Now, in order to get a supply
of socMon foremen the railroad company is going o start in educating
men for these places.
sent out
This circular has bet-oftUe by
frorn the San R.rnardino
Roadmaster Mott:
"As soon as twenty applications are
to be had an educational gang will
be started from Bakersfield underone
f 'he best foremen on the division.
The young men in this party will repossible teaching, and
ceive the
we txpett to toon turn out some good
eitra gang and section foremen. Tbt

Uer and smoke

e

tst

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ahade trees; poblls school house, eoet-tft- f
business and residence lots, size 25H42 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
litfiOQ; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
lestssraflta, tc. Belen is tbe largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beats and bay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot he estlmated- -

Of 1,000

70-fo-

LL
Tk

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

!ota offered are in the center of the city, well traded, (many
wood ysrd. drug store, harness shop, etc, etc Also a

ini Hi

first-clas-

of them improved
s

by cultivation)

;

GO OVER

do sand or gravel

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND W ET, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-cla-

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing shot, alaalr

ss

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Wl
Prosident'i
M

JOHN BECKER.
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mill,

modern hotel.
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DEEDS
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WM. M. BERQER,
m

Secretary
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PACE EIGHT.

ALBUQUERQUE

LOCAL AND

EVENINO

CITIZEN".

shaw, who will conduct the business
In the future. Today new 'bar fixtures
were being Installed In the place and
It will soon le ojxned as a
sal:on and club room.
The board of trustees of the New
Mexico Institute for the blind, locat
ed at Alamogordo, will oen bids for
the furnishing of the Institution June
11 next, at Itj ofne In
the c.unty
seat of Otero roun'y. The advertisement is leng'hy, and will be found In
the Alamogordo News. ' Albuquerque
merchants should not fail to bid.
There Is no good reason why some
of the articles to be purchased should
not he awarded to them.
The clink of pins and the happy
thud of balls n the cushioned bulwark were evidences lhat a battle
royal was on at the West Ixiwling
alleys last tiiglit. The Afm.avits w ere
not only knoculng down large bunches
of pins, but were taking a fall out
of a team of alley idols. R y Hannon
"copped de prize" with the leading
score of 2.t0. The West alleys have
become a place much frequented. Several matched games lief ween newly
organized howling teams are scheduled for the next few days.
first-clas-

PERSONAL
C314

WESTRAILROADAVE

DAY

AND WEATHER.

tonight

Fair

Sunday, except
local
thundershowert and cooler
weather in east portion this afternoon
or tonight; warmer Sunday.

Oti Shoes Give Satisfaction

and

Sunrise, 4:45; set, 7:11; fast, 2
minutes. Moon set at 1:56 this morn
ing. Yesterday afternoon there were
strong Indications of rain, which pass
ed off without
precipitation.
Today
was quite cool In the early morning
but became seasonably warm as the
day advanced. .During the day there
has been considerable wind, some
dust, a clouded sky, and rather a good
promise of rain.

THEY IAST IvONO ENOUGH TO CONVINCE THEIR WEARERS THAT BUYING THEM WAS A GOOD INVESTMENT. BESIDES DEMONSTRATING THIS FACT, THEY FURNISH AT
SAME TIME A COMFORTABLE FEELING. THE EASE THEY
GIVE WITHOUT THE SACRIFICE OF STYLE, 13 WHERE THEY
NEVER FAIL TO GIVE THEMSELVES A GOOD RECOMMENDATION. 'WHERE OUR SHOES ARE WORN,
THEIR USE BECOMES CONTINUOUS.

TB

OF TRAINS.

ARRIVAL

Following was the 4 e'rlock report
of the arrival of hanta Ke passenger

trains:
Find Section of

MEN'S DRESS SHOES
$2.50
MEN'S WORK SHOES
$1.80
MEN'S OXFORDS
$1.65
WOMEN'S SHOE3
$10
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
$1.25
SHOES AND SLIPPERS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS ...$1.00

No. 1 On time.
'Second Section of No. 1 At 8 p.m.
Na. 7 On time.
No. 0 On time.
No. 8 At 8:10 p. m.
No. 4 On time.

TO $4.00
TO $3.00
TO $4.00
TO $4.00'
TO $3.50
TO $2.50

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

Wlen purchased at F. F. Trotter'
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them.

Fm

No.

r.

TROTTER

118 and 120 South Second

GEO. W. HICKOX.

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Mayna

Har-woo-

d Co

Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
SOUTH SECOND

STREET.

THE SODA THIRST
It has come and we were never

better able to entertain it. Treat
your throat at our fountain.
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL CHERRY SISTERS
AMERICAN BEAUTY
Barnett Building

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

LUMBER,

CEMENT, - SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
-

MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

mid-wint-

-

NEW OXFORDS FOR MEN
We have just received a complete line

Walkover Low Cut Shoes,

of the

m&

$

APAIR

PATENT. COLT, in

Try Us

Celebrated

in both black and Rus-

sian leather, in all the new lasts.

pce

swell new designs in Oxfords,

on

We 'have some dainty styles in dark
tan, low shoes, for women. They look
dressy, wear well, feel easy on the
foot and polish
nicely. We have

them with either light or extension
soles, and their prices are $1.65. $2.25,
$2.50. $2.75 and $3.
C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

Office over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. tn.. 1:30
to 5 p. m. Auto phone,
:.

R.R.

TICKETS
-

AND

60UGHT.

SOLO

EXCHANGED

Association Offlet
Transactions

Don't nvy ithe man wltn the new
spring suit get one, and know the
comfort of wearing it. Many will
come to us without any urging on our
part. S.vmetimes an old customer
drops out. experimenting,
but he
comes back again and tells us he likes
our clothing like the fit the style
the fabric the workmanship, end
our square-dea- l
prices. We're showing the styles of the hour, and nothing would afford us more pleasure
than to show ijpm to you.

Cuarantatd

ROSENFIELD'S,

W.

M.

1 1

8 W. R. R, Ave.

CHAPLIN'S

SHOE STORE
WOMEN'S,
MEN'S AND
CHILDREN'S

.

FINE SHOES

No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.

if f if ffttUf

t

ll(

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

H. M. & S. SUITS

$4.00

te

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue ClotHier
&f)Q

EPHANT.
Ice cream In any quantity,
from
Loudon's Jersey farm, will be delivered at any place In the city, on orders left either at the Alvarado "pharmacy of B. Ruppe's drug store.

TONIGHTI TONIGHT! TONIGHTl
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.
INTERNATIONAL LOUSE PAINT

IS AN UNDILUTED PREPARATION
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF ALL
INSECT LIFE
INJURIOUS
TO
POULTRY. E. W. FEE, 620 SOUTH
SECOND STREET.

Going to the mountains Sunday? We

will loan you a folding pocket kodak.

Houston,

West Railroad avenue.
Ice cream In any quantity,
from
Loudon's Jersey farm, will be delivany
place In the city, on orered at
ders left either at the Alvarado pharmacy of B. Ruppe's drug store.
205

See the picnic basket in the Mcin
tosh Hardware company's display
window.
IF YOU
WANT TO ENJOY A
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRON- FIFTY-CENZE THE REGULAR
SUNDAY
DINNER
AT ZEIGER'S

Clothing
The Golden Rule
Store
Style,
Saving
Service and
The
for
Store

UNDERWEAR

Two -- Piece Suits
FOR

Men and Youths

We are showing a large assortment of underwear ia
all colors and qualities from 50c a suit to the very
finest at

As we have sold the greater part of our two-piesuits, and our line of sizes are not complete, we
have placed on sale our enltire stock that sold at
regular price from $7.50 to $11.00 at the low price of
ce

The Suit

$5.65

The Suit

The S uit

SSH E. L. WASHBURN

CO.

H

$3.50

The Suit

Trunks, Suit Gases, Bass
Inspect our line of trunks, suit cases
Prices always the lowest.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

bags.

and

T

RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
Ft. Bayard, N. M.. May 2S. 'lOOfi.
Sealed proposals In triplicate for construction of Post Exchange building
and Bawling Alley here, will be received until 11 a. m. June 13, 1900,
and then opened. Information furnished on application. U. S.. reserves
right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. En
velopes containing
proposals should
be endorsed "Proposals for Post Exchange Building and Bowling Alley,"
and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal,
Qmr.
REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY. EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.
See the picnic baskets in

tosh

Hardware

window.

company's

the

Mcin

display

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

Loudon's ice cream at Ruppe's.

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,

IF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONIZE THE REGULAR FIFTY-CENSUNDAY
DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
T

I.omlon's ice cream

at Ruppe's.

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.

Remember, Eureka Is the only lime
sold lure that will not pop, crack or

blister

in

the wall.

See that it is

specified in your contracL
HAHN & CO.

Whitcomb
Springs Delightful summer resort, Is now open to the public. Gcod rooms, good meals, everything clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
o
See the picnic baskets In the Mcin-

tosh

Hardware

company's

window.

I:ni. Hi's

pharmacy.

STAGE

ice cream

display

at the Alvarado

TO JEMEZ

M3,

It 5,

M Sooth First Street

S. T. VANN,0.

FIND THE

CHICKERING

STORE

a

immune

unu

Biuieo

metliodi. You may safely depend upon
its advice as to the other niaRes it
hiindies.
n New Mexico the Ch'.ck-eriis represented solely by
THE WHITSON MUSIO CO.
ni

D.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN

Eye Sight
Specialist

NEW
wa

IN
MEXICO.

I

W

PRESIDENT OF

Glasse fitted for relief of poor
vision, headache
nervous
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann's drug store.

NEW

MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

WlciNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

M

& COMPANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

SPRINGS

phari!i:i.-v-

401, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

oooooooooooo

Tlhi undersigned
is prepared to
mak,. tr;ps to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any information desired can
be secured
from i;,Nrg0 H. Moore, No. 113 West

ltailiua.i avenue.
JAMBS T. JOHNSTON'.
I.o;i,,,ii
ice cream at the Alvarado

a

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

T

ior si.zs.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

I

Whitney Company

IF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRON
FIFTY-CENIZE THE REGULAR
SUNDAY
DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
o

Wicr-'veyou go, you will find the
piano sriire tuut represents Chlcker-li'- -t
Sons to be the best placa to
K',t for pianos of less expensive
Kia.ie.
'I'"' name Chlckerlng Is in Itself

Shoes

.$15 TO $30.

4

trruuTUTiutri

T

A'

f?)

Dr. Williams has practice.! his profession In Las Vegas for the past
seventeen years.

IVES, THE FLORIST.
YOU
WANT TO ENJOY A
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONFIFTY-CENIZE THE REGULAR
ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
SUNDAY
DINNER
AT ZEIGER'S
Machinery,
complete.
Including
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
boiler and engine, for
roller
mill.
Address, Martin Lohman,
TAKING-FR- EE flour
YOURS FOR THE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL Las Cruce8, N. M.

IF

r

Up-to-Da-

Dr.B.AUVilliams I
.DENTIST.

h

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

J. T. R"urke and Thomas A. Buell
of this city, are at Santa Fe on busi
ness.
Bishop Kendrlck left last night for
Phoenix, after a brief visit in the
city.
II. J. Haverkamp, of San Rafael, Is
In the metropolis fcr a few days on
business.
Jacolo Chaves, general merchant of
ixs Lunas, and deputy collector and
treasurer of Valencia county, is in the
city for the day on business.
The board of county commissioners
will bold an Important meeting Monday morning. They will sit as a board
of equalization on tax assessments.
Hugo Scbarwenka, of the Belen
Mercantile company, Is registered at
the Alvarado. Mr. Scharwenka has
Just returned from a business trip
east.
Grand benefit ball by the John A.
Iogian Circle No. 1, Iadies of the O.
A. K., at Elks' ball room Wednesday,
June 6, at 9 o'clock. Admission, 1.
Seoul's orchestra.
d
Misses Flood and King of the
Industrial school, left this morning for Bernle's camp in the Ma.n-znmountains,
where they will
spend several weeks.
Mrs. II. Yanow, accompanied ,y her
sister, who has been her guest the
past few ffloifths, left last evening for
Kansas City, where s'he will visit
friends and relatives.
The Citizen has received the following invitation:
"Thirty-sixtannual commencement, Loretto academy,
ias Crnces, N. M., Tuesday, June 19,
1900, at 8 p. m. Sisters of Loretto."
A. Vandewort, of Boston, one of the
best known wool buyers who make
New Mexico their field of operation,
has returned from a wool buying trip
to the southern part of the territory.
Percy F. Knight lias retlrtd as secretary and treasurer of the New Mexican Priming company, Santa Fe, and
has been succeeded by John K.
Stauffer. who was the disbursing
clerk In the Santa Fe postofflce.
A special meeting of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union was ncra
this afternoon at 2:30 o'cl.ck at the
home of Mrs. David Stewart. 307 East
Coal avenue, at which time business
of importance to the union was trans
acted.
Colonel W. H. Greer has presented
to the Commercial cluo two photo- graptu or the American Lumber company's plant, made by the celebrated
Burr MclntoHli, showing the mills In
every detail, .ne photos will be
framed and hung in the club.
Mrs. F. H. Houston left thlsvmorning
for an extended visit in the east. She
will visit her parents
at Lansing,
Mich., and friends In Grand Rapids,
Michigan
Detroit and other
cities, and
will proliiibiy be absent from the city
two months.
Contractor John Hart has just completed a coal store house at the Clark-vlll- e
coal yards. The building Is lOOx
24 feet and air tight, and will be used
tor the storage or coal to be used in
supplying the
demand,
when coal famines are in the habit of
occurlng.
Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Hoffman and
children, who ha.ve resided In the city
the ipasfBlx months, will leave tomor
row night for Denver, where they will
reside In the future. Mr. Hoffman,
who was In the fruit and candy business on South Second street, recently
sold out his business here.
Miss Elizabeth Shinier, of the fac
ulty of Ihe New Mexico Agricultural
and Mechanic Arts college at Mesilla
Park, passed through the city this
morning en route to visit her mother
at Allentown, Pa. Miss .Shimer was
a teacher In the Albuquerque 'public
schools before going to Mesilla ParK
two years ago.
W. M. Wort man. late manager of
the Casino at Traction Park, lias disposed of hig pool room business on
West Railroad avenue, to W. P. Bard-

s

See Display
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OurWindow
aocooooocoooc
21 S West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE, :
NEW MEXICO
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